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ABSTRACT
A sixteen-month case study in Indian Brook Shubenacadie was conducted to explore the
significance of traditional land by surveying perceptions surrounding access to traditional
medicine. Five other reserve cornmunities were dso visited to gain a broader perspective
on accessibility and availability of traditional medicines for the Mi'kmaq community-atlarge. As a result of occupation and habitation in Mi'kma'ki, a unique and special bond
has formed; thus traditional lands are central to Mi'kmaw culture and spiritual beliefs.
Legd cases and treaties support Mi'kmaw tenure, but codict has arisen and access to
traditional Mi'kmaw medicines are perceived as h i t e d .
Using semi-stnictured interviews, transect wallcs, oral histories, mapping exercises,
personal observation, and a review of literature, an understanding of the Mi'kmaq
history, culture and belief system \vas established. Data collected suggest that pollution
and private land ownership as well as Govenunent and Catholic prohibitions contribute to

restricting access of traditional medicines for Mi'lanaw. Although individual perceptions
varied, findings hdicated that traditional medicines are an important part of the Mi'kmaq
culture.

The majority of respondents practice traditional medicine although procurement
procedures v q . Perceptions indicated that post-colonial issues, such as the denial of
land, iduence Mi'kmaw perceptions of accessibility of traditional medicine. Despite
these problems, traditional medicines are generally available to hdian Brook community
members.

Field study findings also suggest a comection between previous family

traditional medicine practices and current individual practice. Furthemore, the study
identified a range of opinions that exist regarding the role of men and women in the
practice of traditional medicine.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Numerous western drugs originate fkom indigenous cornmunity knowledge ofvegetation.
The World Health Orgauization estimates that in developing countries, as much as 88% of
the population relies chiefly on traditional medicines for cures and remedies (Anyinam
2995). However, with the mounting scale of human activity, the ecosystem in developed

and developing countries has been negatively affected. Species and their habitats have
become threatened and deforestation has had a tremendous ramification on the availabiiity

of plants and the practice of ethnomedicine (Anyïnarn 1995). With the growing popularity
of this type of medication, the harvesting of natural ethnomedicines at a commercial scaie
has escalated environmental degradation (Cragg, Boyd, Grever and Schepartz 1995).
Concurrently, there is a growing concem that indigenous cultures as weIl as their
knowledge and use of these medicines have also become threatened.

The Mi'kmaq of Nova Scotia possess vduable knowledge about ethnomedicines in the
Maritime region of Canada They have been known to rely on a varïety of plant species as
a source of medicine to cure aliments and diseases (Lacey 1993). The use of such plants,
however, is not limited to cures but is inclusive of preventive, spiritual and cultural use. in
addition to these cures, the Mi'lanaw identity depends on the condition of the land. Land
represents the past, present and fùture for the Mi'kmaq (Henderson 1995). The
importance of the land is further entrenched for its utility for hunting, fishing or famiing; it
is important on the conceptual Ievei. Land has immense spintual significance for the

Mi'kmaq (Henderson 1995). Negotiations over land claims continue and remain unsettled

in the Maritimes. Furthemore an increase in development also has the potential to
decrease access and availability of traditional medicines for the Mi'kmaq of Nova Scotia.
There are, however, Mi'kmaw initiatives documenthg the general location and specifk
knowledge of ethnomedicines to ensure both responsible resource utilkation and to avoid

any further loss of this howledge (MacDonald 2000, The Netukulimk GIS Project 1998).

Since ancestral land is a key factor in the Mi'kmaw identity (Henderson 1995)' denial of
access to this land has the potential to have repercussions in a variety of areas of Mi'kmaw
life. While statistics continuaüy show that Aboriginal people are in poorer health than the
rest of Canada (Zubeck 1994), it is the women in these communities who are affêcted to a
greater degree (Monture-Angus 1995). However, for the Mi'kmaq in general md women
specifically, the exteni to which their health is afFected by their access to these
ethnornedicines, is unclear. Maintainhg a balance in one's life is important in most

Aboriginal cultures: a balance between the mind, body, spirit is something individuals
strive to attain. On an individuai level self-perception is important, because these
perceptions that can impact attitudes of overall weii-being. UItimately, recognizing and
identiijmg various factors that influence Mi'kmaw perceptions help to iilustrate the
breadth and interconnection between the Mi'kmaq and the environment.

1.1 THE S

~

Y

This case study in L'nu Si'puk explores perceptions ofaccess to traditionai medicines. It
combines a w e y of literature and oral histories, with the intent of framing the past and
current perceptions of access to traditional medicines in the Mi'krnaq community.

Further, it discusses m e n t beliefk, customs and the roles of men and women in
traditional medicina1 practice amongst Mi'kmaq.

The purpose of this study is to explore perceptions of environment-access interrelations

within the cultural context of Mi'kmaw perceptions of the land. In the research process, 1
have spoken and interacted with indMduals fkom the Mi'kmaq community outside of
Indian Brook (L'nu ~ i ' ~ u kboth
) ' within Nova Scotia and f?om other Maritime Provinces.
Generaliitions made, however, are specifically derived fiom the people with whom 1
spoke in L'nu Si'puk

MAINRESEARCHQUESTION
This thesis asks the followÏng question: What is the perception of accessibility to the
environment and ethnomedicines among cornmunity members fiom the Indian Brook
Reserve, Shubenacadie?

This is the Mi'lonaq word for Indian Brook

Are the Mi'kmaq of Indian Brook stdi ushg traditional rnedicines?

Has the fàct that some Mi'kmaw were forced to move to Indian Brook as part of the
relocation process affected their access to etbnomedicnes?

What was the nature of the irnmediate environment of the Indian Brook reserve and
ethnornedicine located there?
What is the significance and the inter-relation between community, M

y and

individual perceptions of the practice of ethnomedicines?

Do Mi'kmaw men and women play diEerent roles in the practice of ethnomedicine?

to increase Our understancihg of the connection of this Indigenous community to their
natural environment-

to see ifMivii'haq perceive that environmental degradation or centralization has
impacted their access to ethnomedicines.
to highlight Mi'kmaq women's perceptions and experiences of access to

ethnomedicines

RESEARCHPHILOSOPHY
AND APPROACH
The research process was an experiential and holistic2 one. As much infornation was

gathered fiom as many sources as possible. It is diflicult to comrnunicate the essence of

my experiences in the field since they could only r d y be conveyed through actuai
experience, but it is my hope and intent nonetheless, to convey the nchness of tangible
learning through the wrïtten word. The literature review provides a foundation for many
of the themes and issues that wiU arke throughout the document. Such a discussion is
important because an awareness of the history and current experiences of oppression of
the Mi'lanaq is critical to understandhg issues facing Aborignal peoples today.
DifFerences in the experiences of First Nations in Canada existI despite the fact that there
are similarities amongst the First Nations of Canada regarding their connections to the
land @CAP 1997). Knowledge shared in i n t e ~ e whas
s guided the literature review and
background chapters. Describing the role and imporiance of this knowledge is one of the
key aspects of this thesis.

* The term holistic is often used in relation to Native cultures, since it is the best way to
describe their worldview. Native cultures generdy see the world as compietely
interconnected. Everything is equally valued and human beings are not superior to any
other living being. Leavitt (1995) suggests that this holistic approach is often explained
using the medicine wheel, which symboiizes ail the ditferent aspects of the world, whether
it be the four directions, the mhd, body, heart and spirit or the four seasons. The circle
represents balance, dualityi movement and the past, present and fûture (Leavitt 1995) all
of which is a part of the dynamic worldview many Native cultures possess.
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In the context of this thesis the term 1ndigenou.sis used to refer to Fkst Peoples
hternationdy, whde AboriginaI, Nafive and First Ndon refer specScally to a Canadian
context.' The t e m Indcm is problematic because this word carries negative connotations;
it has been irnposed on the First Nations of Canada with legislation such as the Indian Act
of 1876, hindering a distinction between First Nations of Canada and people of East Asia.
However, because the word has been used by individual Mi'lanaw, it is used in these
specific cases in the thesis.

SCOPEAND RATIONALEOF THE STUDY
This case study focuses on the comunity of Lndian Brook Shubenacadie (L'nu Si'puk).
Both male and fernale Mi'kmaw of diverse ages, nom this reserve, were approached to
discuss their perceptions of the accessibility of traditional medicines. The term fradztionaZ
medicine is synonymous with the term ethnomedicine for the purpose of this thesis. I

have not, however, restricted this study to the botanical sources of traditional medicine.
Hence, the concept of traditional medicine includes spintual, psychological and ceremonid
levels of medicine and healing. It is ciBicuIt to draw definitive lines and place one type of
cure in a certain categoq while it is also problematic to determine exactly where one cure
ends and another beghs.

3

The tem~Aboriginal is commonly used in Canadiau legal documents to refer to the same
people 1refer to as First Nations and Native people.
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1.2 STRUCTUREOF THE ~ S I C S
This document is divided into seven chapters. Chapter Two outlines the theoretical basis
for the approach taken in conducting this research. It also explores the research tools that

are based on Participatory Action Research (PAR) theory, and discusses how these tools
were adapted to this case study. In Chapter Three, a discussion of the context
surroundhg the Mi'kmaq aElîation and dependence on traditional lands is provided and
specific reference is made toward the signifïcance of traditional medicine among the

Mi'lmaq. Chapter Four examines factors that duence access to traditional medicine,
higblighting the role of gender in the practice of Mï'kmaw traditional medicine. Chapter
Five presents the key findings and themes that have emerged fiom the fieldwork. Chapter

Six contains an analysis and discussion of the resdts of this case study in relation to the
research questions. The final chapter summarizes the findings and proposes possible
options for fùrther study.

1.3 CASEDESCRIPTXON
Many respondents remember a tirne when the only way to enter the community of L'nu

Si'puk was through a single dia path, known as Indian Road (Googoo and Googoo
1998). In the early thirlies, three houses existed in this community. Currently, numerous

houses h e the main roads of L'nu Si7& dong with a church, band council offices,
numerous businesses, community service providers and a school. L'nu Si'puk has seen
much growth since its formation in 1820; now its total on-reserve population is
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approximately 1200 people. L'nu Si'puk is located in the carboniferous 1owIands (The
Nova Scotia Museum 1996). It is an area that has had a long history of Mi'kmaq
settlement and an area whose typicai vegetation consists of the spruces, White Birch, Red
Maple, Eastern Hemlock and White Pine with sporadic areas of Sugar Maple, Arnerican
Beech and Yellow Birch (The Nova Scotia Museum 1996).

L'nu Si'puk encompasses traditionally Mi'kmaw Uihabited land. It is historicaliy

significant for a number of reasons: it was the place where the Treaty of 1752 was signed
(Googoo and Googoo 1998). This treaty has been used to recognize the protection of

Mi'kmaw hunting and fïshing rights and is the reason for Treaty celebrations being held on
the fïrst of October each year (Mi'kmaq Resource Guide 1997). It is also one of the two
reserves selected to be part of the centralization process (Leavitt 1995; Mi'kmaq Resource
Guide 1997). Additionally7Shubenacadie does not oniy encompass the area where Indian
Brook is located, but is also the location of the notorious residential school, which dosed

in the late 1960's and bumed down in 1986 (Knockwood 1992).

Presently the govermental structure is a band councii, which is made up of a chief and
twelve counselors of who are eIected every two years (Googoo and Googoo 1998). To
cl-

L'nu Si'puk is the Mi'krnaq word which refers specifically to the Indian Brook

reserve. Indian Brook is located in the geographical area of Shubenacadie. The
Shubenacadie Band Council oversees 5 communities specifïcaiiy: L'nu Si'puk, New Ross,
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Grand Lake, P

d and Dodd's Lot (Leavitt 1995, Googoo and Googoo 1998). The

community o f L'nu Si'puk has the most land of these five communities. As o f June 1998,

there were 1909 registered band members. Fifty-eight percent o f these members reside
within the cornmunity.

Figure 1 - Map of L'nu Si'puk, Shubenacadie

(Map obtained nom Indian Brook Band Council)

II. METHODOLOGY
II.1 TEIECON TEX^
This chapter describes the methodology and discusses how these approaches were
employed for this thesis. It also explores the theory underlying the approaches taken in
this case study. The methodology draws on the cultural studies approach to research and

has utilized Participatory Action Research (PAR) toois. This process has also been
innuenceci by traditional land-use studies, anthropological and sociologicd approaches.

The cultural studies approach originated in England in the 1950's and has been used as a
theoretical fiamework for some social research, Alasuutari (1995) proposes that this
approach to research emphasiizes the importance of culture. Cultural studies sees r d t y as
being socially constmcted and composed of interpretations of meaning based on how
people have orientated themselves in their everyday lives. It stresses social and cultural
conditions; it could be considered as another generation of sociology (Alasuutari 1995).
Alasuutari (1995) suggests that within cuitural studies it is stressed that meaning

structures do not use people:
...but that in making sense of the wodd people use and apply meaning
systems, cultural distinctions, models, and schemes. At the same time in
this approach it is stressed that the models or distinctions comrnody used
in society constitute, produce and reproduce-social reaiity. (Alasuutari
1995,36)
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The holistic approach of cultural studies complements the method necessary for fieldwork

irst Nation communities. It relies primariIy on qualitative methods. The cultural
within F
studies approach to research integrates an eclectic mix of different lines of inquiry
(Nasuutari 1995) and nurtures a more holistic approach tû research, makùig it the most
appropriate theoretical fiamework to draw upon for this study-

A case study in L'nu Si'puk was the method used to investigate the perceptions of access

to traditional medicines and was selected for a number of reasons. It allowed for a
focused and intensive engagement between the respondents and me in the process, as weii

as a deeper understanding and rapport to be established witbin the community. Gorman
and Clayton (1997) describe the case study approach as:
an in-depth investigation of a discrete entity (which may be a single setting,
siibject, collection or event) on the assumption that it is possible to derive
knowledge of the wider phenornenon fiom intensive investigation of a
specific instance.(50)

AIthough the use of two case study sites w ~ d d
have made the perceptions discussed in
this study more interesting, a single case study is nonetheless a good basis upon which to

begin to build and explore the research questions.

A survey-orientated approach would not have been appropriate to obtain the level of
interaction needed for me to truiy become aware of individuals' perceptions in the L'nu
Si'puk communîty and the other Mi'kmaq wïth whom 1spoke. The Mi'lanaq have been
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bombarded with extemaily imposeci surveys. Many people indicated that if1 wanted to
gain real insight into the community, a survey wouid not acbieve this, since it was

considered inappropriate. In working with a wmmunity whose traditions are orally based,
a reliance on written documents to gain insight and knowledge would be hadequate.
Thus this case study relies on my ability to draw themes f?om knowledge that people in the
community shared with me. In-depth, open-ended interviews, ethnographie research, and
general field observations allowed for the contextualization of this information. A
combination of these tools not only helped to increase understanding but also acted as a
source of c o ~ a t i o for
n the information s h e d (Alasuutaii 1995).

THE FIELDWORK

The field work for this study was conducted in Indian Brook (L'nu Si'puk) First Nation
Reserve in Shubenacadie, Nova Scotia. The initial fieldwork involved establishing
contacts within the community through my key respondent, a process that took severai
months to establish. General conversations about the Mi'kmaw culture with both
Mi'hnaq and Maliseet individuals helped to prepare me for approaching and requesting
permission fiom the Indian Brook Band Council to conduct research in theü couununity.
After i d e n t . g an appropriate contact person on the Indian Brook Band Council, a
personal introduction was made, and the details of m y research were discussed. A letter

of request to conduct my research was submitted to the Band C o u d . This formal
request was acmmpanied by a brief summary of my research proposal, with the entire
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thesis proposal attacheci- Afier tbis documentation and my request were submitted and
approved by the Indian Brook Band Cound, an advertisement was sent out in the
commUDity nmsletter detailing the s p ~ cofmy
s
research and invithg anyone interesteci

in parhcipating in the study to get in contact with me (Appendix 1).

FoiIowing this, three people came forward and the snowbd approach to gaining
subsequent i n t e ~ e w was
s utilized. This approach relies on individuals who are
interviewed to suggest people that they think wodd be willing to discuss this topic, as well

as those they believe are specincally knowledgeable about the topic (E3abbie 1992; Kirby
and McKenna 1989). This approach works weli in the Aborigmd context because often
key respondents wiU help one to meet people or at Ieast d o w one to use their names to

establish a rapport with subsequent interviewees. Also, one of my key respondents
indicated a few people with whom 1 should speak regarding m y thesis research.

From December 1998 util April2000 on thirty-six different occasions, twenty-six persons
s this preliminary case study.
were i n t e ~ e w e dachieving a total of 55 i n t e ~ e w for

Thirteen respondents were males and thirteen were fernales. Fieen of the twenty-six
respondents were affiIiated with L'nu Si'puk, the other eleven were fiom either Millbrook,
Burnt Church, Goldriver, Eskasoni or Wild Cat reserve. The following chart illustrates
further the characteristics of the individuals who participated in this research:

7
individu& above 40 pars old
O
IndEvichraIs 40 years old and belm
( the v o u n m beine 19 vears of am9

6
2

3
3

4

1

20
6

1began the interviews only &er 1felt cornfortable with the extent of my knowledge about

Mi'kmaw culture and traditions. The fieldwork utilized a combination of different
Participatory Action Research (PAR) tools and qualitative research methods.

n.2 TIB[E ADAPTATIONAND UTILIZATION
OF COMMUNITY-BASED
PARTICIPATORY
RESEARCETOOLS
The semi-structured interview was selected because it was the most appropriate way to
share knowledge in this study. However, field observations, transect walks, oral histones
and mapping were used to supplement the semi-structureci interviews. A combination of

these ways of g a t h e ~ information
g
was used because they were interactive and engaging.

This mumire of rnethods permitteci an enricheci insight into the knowledge shared by
respondents. Most respondents were consulteci more than once unless distance or

scheduling inhibited such activities. The semi-structured intewiew was used with all
respondents; other tools were used only when appropriate to enhance what had been

shared in the semi-structurecii n t e ~ e w s .

SEMI~STRUCTURED
INTERVIEWS
Semi-structureci i n t e ~ e w(SSI's)
s
are desm'bed by Guijut, Preîty, Scoones and
Thompson (1995) as appearing informal and conversational. They state:
It is a well deked and systematic activity¶with a set of clearly defhed
goals and guidelines. Unlike stmctured or formal interviews, SSI's
concentrate not only on the questions asked, but also on the context in
which the interview takes place; who carries out the interview, how it is
conducted, and when and where it is done.. ..In SSI the interview context is
recognized to have as great or even greater influence on the quality of the
information exchange. (73)

To establish rapport with respondents it was my practice to share and disclose details
about my beliefs and myseif. The interview process usually lasted for several hours. Time
process. Spending an entire day with respondents
limits were not placed on the i n t e ~ e w

was common practice in this research. It was cornmon to have f d y members, neighbors
and relations enter in and out of the rooms where discussions were taking place. OAen
respondents would invite others to our meetings. Young children, older childreq
mothers, fathers and sisters came in and out of discussions; some just listened, while
others comrnented when they felt it was necessary. Anywhere fiom one to three interviews
s
how
were conducted in a single visit, and the length of the initial i n t e ~ e wdetennined
many could be done each visit.

Transect walks were also used as a major source of information and served as a
demonstration of the respondents' perceptions of access to traditional mediches. A

tramect waik is described by Chambers (1994) as walking with local people through an
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area, obseNing, asking, listening and discussing different zones, soils, land use and

vegetation. This approach occurred naturally because many respondents shared their
knowledge by demonstration without being asked to do so.

ORALHISTORIES
Oral histories were an additional source of information that provided a picture of what it

was Wte to be Mi'kmaq in the past, what it means today and the potential of fiiture
generations. The Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (1997) suggests the
knowledge that is transmitted oraüy in Aboriginai comrnunities must be acknowledged as
a valuable research resource, dong with other sources of documentation. Fiegan
(1992) suggests that oral history can play a key role in vallrlaîing and expressing

information.

MÀPPINGEXERCISES
Mapping was used to supplement my understanding of the respondents' perceptions of
accessbility to traditional medicines. However, 1emphasiized these maps were not the
focus of the research, and the respondents retained the maps once the semi-structured
interview was completed. This is important because the locations and sources of
traditional medicines are adamantly protected, and it would be inappropriate for the
m e n t researcher to document and publish such information. Therefore, such knowledge

shared was used for the sole purpose of increasing an understanding between the
researcher and the respondents.

FERSONAL
OBSERVATION
Participant observations were also used to help gain insight into the perceptions of access
to traditional mediches and the Mi'lanaw culture in general. 1 attendeci two spiritual
gatherings and one t a k g circle. 1 made a number of casual visits to L'nu Si'puk and
other Mi7krnaqcommunities to deepen personal co~~l~unïcations
and understandings
between the respondents and me. Enitially, 1 took approximately six months to acqua.int
myseif and develop an adequate rapport in the community. A reliable and respectful

relationship is essential when conducting this type of research. Confidence in the
researcher is imperative, which was the main reason for the initia1 months of preparation

and making myselfvisible in the community. This is important since it is the level of
confidence in the researcher that v d determine the extent of knowledge that respondents
wilI s k e (St. Denis 1992). PAR methodology generaily requkes researchers to be

flexiiie and able to call upon these different tools at will.

Debate exists over the proper terminology that should be used to represent these tools;
however, this thesis wiIl use the term Commzrnity Bmed Pmticwory Research (CBPR)
to refer to PAR methodology. St. Denis (1992) has proposed CBPR because she
considered it to be the most relevant to the First Nations of Canada; it therefore will be the
terni used in this document. St. Denis (1992) defines CBPR as a qualitative methodology
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that emphasizes respect for respondents and a cornmitment to social change. Impcortant to
ail participatory research approaches is the understanding of the relationship b e ~ e e n

knowledge and power (Chambers 1994; Fais Borda-

Finnegan 1992; Selener 1997; St*

Denis 1992). Research done using participatory methods is intended to avoid beimg
manipufative by trying to ensure that the control of information remains with the
participating comunity. HaU (1979) sees this type of research as being a method of
socid investigation iwolving participation of the colllfnunity, an educaîional process and a

meam of taking action (407).

Care was taken to ixy to remain independent and to avoid association with any o n e
organization, either extemally or on the reserve. Not staying on the reserve afforded
additional neutrality and avoided an affiliation with any one individual or family. Mthough
Wntten permission f?om the Indian Brook Band Council was sought and granteci, rthe
research was not affifiated or attacheci to that organktion. It is important to r e a k e when
working in a First Nation community that f i a t i o n s can be both an asset and a himdrance;
they cm increase access in some ways but decrease the quality of information and

knowledge that is shared. Alignment with certain individuals, whife it can be used to heIp
meet and interact with more community members, can also be lirniting, depending upon an

individual's reputation in the community.

n.3THE RESEARCH PROCESS
As in many field studies, change in the overd focus has occurred throughout the research
process and has ailowed for increased relevancy of this research to the community.
Initially this thesis research focussed primarily on Mi'kmaq women and their experiences.
However, initial discussions ciearly Uidicated that this focus on one sex was inappropriate
and premature, as seen by the views of initiai respondents. It is also possible that it is more

awkward for an outsider to explore the concept of gender, particularly an outsider who

has only been in the comrnunity for just over a year.

Drawing s p d c attention to gender ciifferences caused hesitation and silence. Such a
division between the sexes was considered a Western way of thinking by a number of
respondents. Therefore, the approach taken was modifieci to make the issue of gender
Merences a less centrai aspect of this research. Thus, to obtain a comprehensive

understaadhg ofthe perceptions of access to traditional medicine, it was necessaq to
interview and interact with both men and wornen.

A CHANGE
IN LOCATION
The original thesis proposai identified Chapel Island, Cape Breton, as the intendeci
location for this case study. It was selected because of its histoncal significance and
because Mi'kmaq congregate there each July for the St. Anne's Mission celebrations. A
few cases of tuberculosis were reporteci in this reserve and therefore complications arose
because of potential health nsks that might have resuited if1 had pursued work in Chapel
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Island- Therefore, for these reasons and because of time and transportation restrictions,

L'nu Si' puk in Shubenacadie was deemed an appropriate alternative. L'nu Si' puk was
selected for its size (it is one of the two largest reserves in Nova Scotia), its role in the
centralkation process and its accessibility £tom H a l k

II.4 DATACOLLECTION
AND MANAGEMENT
OF INFORMATION
ETHICAL
CONSIDERATIONS
The research process conforrned to the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples Ethical
Guideiines for Research (RCAP 1997) and was approved by the Dalhousie University
Human Ethics Review Cornmittee. Human respondents were involved and comprised the

main source of infionnation for this research. Discussion of consent fonns was thus done
prior to interviews being carried out. Only one individual deciïned to be interviewed when
1 telephoned him to ask for an interview. However, in situations where wntten consent

was not feasible or cuituraliy appropriate, the intent of the research, where the research

would be utilized, and by whom were explained and discussed with respondents, and
verbal consent was given. At this stage all other twenty-six respondents continued with
the i n t e ~ e w
process. Numerous Mi'lanaq helped to prepare me for this stage of the
fieldwork; their efforts enabled me to enter into the comrnunity in a respecthi and
appropriate manner.
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Individuais who were cornfortable with having the semi-stnictured interview taped,
received a verbatim, typed transcription. Following this process, those who received the
typed transcription were contacted to see ifthey felt changes needed to be made to any

part of what had been recorded. This was done just in case the transcript was not
representative of what they had intended. The majority of respondents whose interviews
were not taped but were recorded through field notes were asked ifwhat was being
recorded was accurate at the time of the interaction. m e n verifkation was also achieved
through numerous visits with respondents and through the use ~ftnangulation.~

Oral history is a respected and often preferred method ofexchanging information in First
Nation cornmunities. Excessive writing on my part during interviews wouid have been
inappropriate thus minimal notes were taken in some situations, and at other times, the
i n t e ~ e w were
s
taped. Interviews that were not taped were expanded upon fiom memory
by my making notes &er leaving the interview. It was common practice for me to drive

outside the reserve and stop by the roadside to make initial notes, which were then
expanded once 1returned to Halifax.

1approached interviews in this mamer to show respect for First Nation ways and their

oral tradition. Really listening and not being preoccupid with writing down everything

The technique of trimgdation uses other interviewees to c o h the validity of
information given by another interviewee (Hubberman and Miles 1994; Gorman and
Clayton 1997).
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provided me with a deepened expience. Numerous respondents complimented me on

my approach. Such an approach tu the management of shared information thus
wntn'buted to the trust Ievel developed between the respondents and me. Casud
conversation was often inter-mùred with i n t e ~ e w
subject matter, an approach that
allowed respondents to understand who 1was since they were revealing so much. T h e
seemed to be the most important factor when conducting these discussions. 1was told
early in the process by my key respondents that I needed to have ample t h e to conduct

the interviews, if1 wanted to have people reaily share their experiences with me. 1visited
with respondents usually more thao once and often reviewed the information 1 had

obtained fiom previous visits, to ensure my notes were accurate about the information
they had shared.

Since respondents react both to the questions asked and the context in which they are

asked, the fact that 1 am a member of a visible minority rnay have worked to my
advantage. There is no concrete way of proving whether the fàct that 1 am not Caucasian

or Native worked to m y benefit. However, 1did not have to deal with issues of having left
my reserve, nor was 1 attached by rny appearance to being part of a dominant culture
whose ways had impacted those people with whom 1 spoke. Both my gender (Finch
1993) and my position outside the dominant culture were characteristics that 1 had in

common with a number of respondents. This "otherness" advantage may have been a

major reason that 1was able to develop a reiationship with respondents quiîe suon d e r
my initiai interactions with them.

Requiring signatures often has many negative associations, especiaily for Aboriginal
people who have been persuaded to sign their rights away. There may be associations and
connotations that any researcher working within anotber culture needs to reatize before
distri'buting written consent forms. Verbal consent is sometimes more appropriate. In the

original set of i n t e ~ e w sout
, of twenty-six respondents only three signed the consent
forms, five read the consent form over and then verbaiIy agreed. One participant gave his
consent on a tape, but the majority of others were inforrned of the details of the study and
the consent agreement orally by me. 1 used a checklist of the details to ensure that ali
aspects of the written consent were comunicated to them aloud and 1 received their
verbal consent at that t h e .

Respondents were assured wdïdentiality concerning the information that 1recordeci,
since this is an important fàctor when conducting responsible culturai research.
Confidentiality was assured in several ways. Names were not attached to any specific
information obtairied fiom interviews; r&her, numerical references were used to

distinguish among mereut persons. Although respondents never insisted that their name
not be attached to thek words, this was done to meet UMVersity ethical guidelines.
However, any information that was shared was done with the understanding that locations
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of mediches and qxcdïc uses would not be indicated in this research Written consent

forms were stored and kept in a locked box at ail times after being signed.

Approlcimately 6 months afker m y last interview, 1 returned to the community to ask some
foilow-up questions to deepen my understanding ofrespondents' perceptions of access to
the traditional medicines and to cl-

and expand upon earlier infonioation This time 1

was cornfortable with the relationships 1had established with respondents and therefore
took this opportuaity to not only ver@ all quotes 1 had recordeci in my previous visits
wîth respondents, but also to gather additional documentation of consent. Seventeen

follow-up interviews were conducted over a three-week period, fifteen of which were tape
recorded and transcribed. Ail seventeen respondents received typed copies of the
transcriptions or m y notes to ensure accuracy. Unfortunately, 1 was d i e to contact ail
of the original respondents. This was because some respondents had moved, others no
longer had the same phone numbers and some were not avaiiable dwing the time the
follow-up interviews were conducted.

LIMITATIONS
OF RESEARCH
AND PERSONAL BIAS
Samphg was, in some ways, biased because the majority of individuals recomrnended
tbrough the snowball approach were supporters of traditional medicine use. As much as
possible, an effort was made to ensure that both sexes were represented in each age group.
The confidentiality of questions and the general direction of the research were difficuit to
maintain, a situation that was both a benefit and a disadvantage. Although the presence of
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others eariched the experience and topics discussed, more private topics such as gender
roles may not have been discussed in as much depth as they might have b e n - Most people
who participated in this research were approached because they were idensed as being
knowledgeable about traditional medicines. Therefore, those who participated cannot be

seen as proportionally representative of the diverse views and practices of the entire
comrnunity of L'nu Si'puk.
My approach was formulated through personal contact and experience. Since research
cannot be neutrai, objective and value-fiee, and because it operates within a social context,

it is subject to the same forces and pressures as any other activity (Hail 1980). This thesis,
therefore, refiects my b i s : my belief that the connection between FYst Nations and their
land goes deeper than just using the land for hunting and f m n g . Therefore, the belief in
the intricate, subtle and tremendously complex connections between indigenous people

and their land (Perry 1996,8) fiames much of what is being said in this document.
Moreover, 1believe that one of the problerns of weil-being in First Nation communities are
related to the perceptions the people hold of themsehes and their community; solutions
therefore lie in dealing with post-colonial issues in these comrnmities and in the dominant
culture.

Time and human resource constraints dictated the use of one community for the purpose
of this study. Despite this limitation, after spending sixqeen months in the field, 1believe
that adequate information was gathered to discem some general themes in the perceptions
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of the respondents. In light of the t h e constraint, the hitially intendeci use of a diversity
of C3PR took was not possible. Although focus groups were initidy planned and would

have been comprised ofdifferent indkiduals based on sex and age, time constraints did not
permît this to occur. Focus groups could, however, be a possiile next step for M e r
exploration of this topic. That I did not reside in the comunity limited the depth of
information shared and expanded the time necessary to achieve similar results. Taking up
residence on the reserve would have aliowed for interaction with comxnunity members on

an everyday basis. It codd have helped to develop deeper relations within a shorter t h e
and would have enabled a more in-depth discussion on traditional medicines.

Overall the approach and methodology descnied in this chapter proved appropriate for
this study; especially given the dynarnics of this large community and my initial timited

relati~nshipwith the community. An ability to remain flexible, patient and being able to
persevere enhanced my experience in this commuiity. Furthemore, because each First
Nation is unique, a prior understanding of the history and culture was an important part of
enter5ng the community in an appropnate and respectfid marner.

III. LITERATURE REVIEW: THE MI'KMAQ AND THEIR
TRADITIONAL MEDICINE
In.1 HISTORIC ACCOUNT
OF THE ~ ' K M A Q
The exact date of arrivai for the Mi'kmaq in the Maritimes is diflEicullt to pinpoint. It is
ofien estimated that the Mi'kmaq community has existeci in this area for over ten thousand
years (Chandler 1979; Davis 1997; Leavitt 1995; Mi'kmaw Resource Guide 1997).

Mi'kma'ki, the traditional land of the Mi'kmaq, was the area which the nomadic Mi'kmaq
utilized to sustain their communities (Figure 2). This land base has been severely reduced
and access to it restricted since the first Europeans arrîved. Confiicts over land continue
today, despite the absence of a treaty with the Canadian government indicatùig that the
Mi'kmaq had relinquished their rights to their land (Paul 1993).

Although fiom the Algonkin language group, the Mi'kmaq are also classified as part of the
Eastern Woodland Native culture (Chandler 1979; McMillan 1995). The Mi'kmaq were a
part of the Wabanaki Nations, which also included the Penobscots Passamaquodies,

Maliseets and bnefly the Abenakis penny, Marshall and Marshaii 1992; Leavitt 1995).
At the present day, 28 Mt'kmaw bands are distributeci eastward f?om Quebec to

Newfoundland and extend as fasouth as Maine (Davis 1997; McMiuan 1995). The
languages spoken by Mi'kmaq today are English and Mi'kmaq. Traditionaiiy chiefs and
government were hereditary. Today there are also elected chiefs that constitute the Band
systern initiated by the Indian Act (Leavitt 1995). Historically it was believed that al1 the
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chie& had equal power and no paiticular Mi'kmaq community was more powerful than
another (Wallis and WaUs 1955).
Figure 2: Traditionai Land - Mi'krna'ki

(map fiom the Mi'haw Resource Guide 1997)

Led by the Grand Council, the tribai chef system oversaw the traditionai seven districts
known as Mi'kma'ki (Leavitt 1995; Henderson 1997; Mi'kmaw Resource Guide 1997).

Before colonization, hereditary chiefs led these temtories. Their leadership depended on
their ability to provide for their people (Wallis and Wallis 1955; Davis 1997).

Figure 3: The Current Reserve System hdicated by Band

(map fiom Leavitt 1995)

THERESERVE
SYSTEM
Like most Native people in Canada, the Mi'kmaq of Nova Scotia were forced to Iive on
what the Canadian govenunent deemed in the 1800's t o be appropriate land for them.
According to the Indian Act of 1876, this land was to be set aside for use oniy by Native
bands (McMillan 1995). Most of the exïsting reserves are on land traditionaily occupied

by the M i ' h a q (Leavitt 1995). The intent ofthe reserve was to ensure that these lands
be protected fiom non-Mi'kmaw use and to ensure the separation of Indians fiom

Europeans. Despite the initial custodial intentions of the rese~ationfor Native peoples,
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the protection was not enforceci. Resene lands were fiequently reduced either by
government or infringed upon by non-Natives who had no legal right to the land (Leavitt
1995). McMillian (1995) argues that the designation of reserve lands is often associated

with the isolation of Native cornmwiities since many of them were not initially accessible
by road.

THEINDIAN
RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL SYSTEM
Residential schools, created by the federd government and run by Christian churches,
have had dramatic repercussions throughout Native communities Canada-wide- In Nova
Scotia, the Roman Catholic Church contributeci to the negative impact of residential
schools. A residential school was located in Shubenacadie, Nova Scotia, fiom the 1930's
until the 1960%. Davis (1995) accurately describes the purpose of the residential school

when he States that federal government policies on ' M a n education" have always
reflected assimilation initiatives rather than the educational needs identified by Natives
thernselves. There are numerous sad and horrifying stories told by those who endured and
surviveci the Shubenacadieresidential school, stones of abuse and unjustified punishment.
MÏ'kmaq was not dowed to be spoken, nor were any other cultural traditions dlowed to
be upheld (Knockwood 1992; Mi'kmaw Resource Guide 1997; Rajotte 1998). Mi'kmaq

children were taken away from their m e s , under the guise of providing a better
education for them. Like many policies containeci in the Indian Act, the residential school
took control over education away from the Mi'kmaq and denied subsequent generations
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the teachings and expenence oftheir own culture. Although Catholicism was origindy
introduced in the 1 6 0 0 ' ~the
~ residentiai school system helped to continue the conversion
of the Mi'kmaw (Whitehead 199 1; Knockwood 1992). Furthemore, the Health of the

Mi'kmaq Population study indicated that 46% of those adults who were interviewed and

who had attended the residentiai school believed their experience there contn'buted to their
problems of well-being (Union of Nova Scotia M a n s 1999). Mi'kmaq were brought fiom

dl over Nova Scotia to attend the residential school. The sarne legislation that created the
residential school also forced the Mi'kmaq to live in L'nu Si'puk as part of the federal
govement's centralization process.

THE S I G ~ C A N C
OFETHE FAM~LY

Extended fàmily is important to the Mi'kmaq. An understanding of this concept is central
y unit is much larger than the

to understanding the Mi'haw way of life. The M

stereotypical Westernized nuclear family. Although this does exin for some Mi'kmaq, it is
more coxnmon to think of one's f d y in a broader fashion. The extended M y 7actudy

a Westemized term, illustrates the concept of M

y arnong the Mi'kmaq. The word

Mi 'kmaq means "my f d y " or 'kny kin fîiends" @avis 1997; Mi'kmaw Resource Guide
1997), fiuther emphasizingthe importance of the concept of M
it is the word used to d e h e the whole coxnmunity.

y to the Mi'kmaq, since
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Terms l&emother, brother and sister are used not only to designate relationships as in
non-Native society, but they also are used with reference to nature. Children are usudy
encourageci to cal1 Elders m t i e and d e , exernplifilingthe greater context of the word
fami& (Doyle-Bedwell 1999). Mother is commonly used in reference to the earth, and the
tenns brorhers and sisers are sometimes used to refer to naturd phenornena like stars,

animals and rivers (Knockwood 1999).

The termfami& goes beyond Western ideals of this concept. The importance of children
arnongst the Mi'kmaq is paramount; much of a woman's power in this culture is derived

fiom her ability to give birth. Children are placed on a special level since they represent
the hope of the fùture. Al1 actions done in the present day have to be done with the intent

of providing for friture generations. Such practices are refmed to by many Native
cultures as providing for the Seventh Ceneration (Clarkson, Momssette and Regallet
1992; Leavitt 1995).

The circle is seen as a symbol for aii existence and is often used to signify many different

aspects of Native culture; the individual, f d y and cotnmunity are often represented by a
circle (Leavitt 1995). Such an approach situates each level in relation to one another and
reveals their interco~ection(Devichand 1997;Rajotte 1998). The circle is also used to
explain creation, since it promotes the value of each member in the family; whether it is an
infant, youth, adult or Elder, each has an important role to play within the community
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(Ra..otte 1998). The interdependence of these levels strengthens and enriches Mt'kmaw
beiiefs and culture (Pictou 1996). At the same tirne, this multi-layered intercomection
could contribute to the contuiued transmission of post-mlonial psychological attitudes.
This is important because the whole human being and the whole community are integrdy
related for Aboriginal people (Cajété 1994, 179). The wholeness ofthe community is
dependent upon the wholeness of its members; therefore, a person's f'amily and community
are vital in the maintenance of a person's well-being (Cajété 1994; Waldram, Herring and

Young 1997).

III.2 TaE H~~TORICAL
RELATIONSHIP
WTH LAND
Roots and connections to the land for the Mi7kmaqnot only represent nghts to the land,
but also somethhg that is sacred (The Nehikulimk GIS Management Project 1998). Land

has always been fùndamental to the Mi'kmaw identity. It is an intrinsic part of their
holistic understanding of life. The Mi'kmaq have always placed great importance on their

mtural environment. The Aboriginal worldview is a spatial consciousness rather than a
material consciousness (Henderson 1995, 219). This intimate relationship has allowed
them to responsibly utilize food sources and maintain a sustainahle existence.

The land provided food, shelter and clothing to the Mi'kmaq (Robertson 1973; Leavitt
1995). In eary times, the Mi'kmaq would hunt and fish on the land and in the rivers to

sustain thek people. Diets typically consisteci oÇ but were not lïmited to, salmon,
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sturgeon, whales, seals, lobsters, moose, caribou,beaver, bemes, roots and edible plants

(Robertson 1973). The traditional homes of the early Mi'kaaq were called wigwams,
made fkom birch bark and spruce poles, with the inside consisting of twigs, woven mats
and furs (Robertson 1973). These structures were portable and were taken with the
Mi'kmaw fimilies as they relocated according to the seasons and food availability
(Robertson 1973). Robertson (1973) States that the clothing of the Mi'kmaq was

constructed fiom animai skins. The tanning and decorations for this clothing were derived
fiom nature (Robertson 1973).

111.3 EUROPEAN
CONTACT
AND TEE ~JTRODUCTIONOF DISEASE
The arriva1 of Europeans such as Lescarbot, Baird aad Denys in the early the 1700's
introduced the Mi'lanaq to European literature, providing some of the first written
accounts of the Mi'kmaq in the Maritimes. Contact with Europeans also brought
signiticant change, as Devichand has stated:
The Aborigùiai people were relatively disease f k e as they had adapted to
the micro-organisms in their environment, and combated disease with vast
Imowledge of medicinai properties of plants.. .but] their bodies were not
immune to the disease brought by the Europeans.. ..the h d t h status
worsened as long standing noms, values, social systems and spintual
pratices were undermineci and outlawed.@evichand 1997,7)
Europeans brought with them many diseases, most of which were foreign to the Mi'kmaq.

Diseases Iike smallpox, measles, whooping cou& and typhus were unhown pnor to
contact (Robinson and Quinney 1985; Waldram, Herring and Young 1995). Many died
because of a lack of immtinïty to these new diseases which was fiuther compounded by an
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inadequacy of knowledge about these diseases and which traditional medicines could be
used to treat them.

Previously seasonal advities changed to meet the trading pattern of Europeans in the

area (Leavitt 1995), and diets slowly changed to reflect European influerice. Food
consurned was no longer food that was easily obtained each season. Instead, European
foods which were higher in carbohydrates (Waldram, Hemng and Young 1997) replaced
foods in their traditional diet, a change that was detrimentai to Mi'kmaw weil-being

(Miller L995; McMXan 1995). Wrth the introduction of alcohol and a decrease in the
traditional ways of obtaining food, hadequate amounts and quality of food also affected
Abonginal well-being (Mïiier 1995). Not only did the Mi'kmaq population dramatically
decrease because of diseases enwuntered through European contact, but also as a result
of the wars waged against them (Paul 1993;McMillian 1995). European diseases were
sornetimes inflicted and starvation tactics (Miller 1995) used by those with ultenor

motives: accounts have been recorded of smallpox-iafested blankets being intentionally
given to Canada's Aboriginal people (Robinson and Quinney 1985). The intent of these
actions was to infect communities and reduce their population (Paul 1993; Rajotte 1995).

A shift occurred: the Mi'kmaq changed fiom a society that maintained a healthy, self-

SufEicientresidency to one that became dependent upon European technology for survival
(Davis 1997; Clarkson, Momssette and Regallet 1992). For instance, the introduction of
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new medicines was detrimental to Mi'kmaw knmwledge of traditional medicines. Western
medicine has become progressively relied upon (:Smith 1964), and lmowledge about
traditional mediches has deteriorated. Western medicine ofien provides a more rapid cure
than many of the traditional medicines. Some MEi'kmaw believe that Western medicine
provides cures for "new diseases" for which ther* are no known traditional cures.
Consequently, traditional medicines were discounaged as Western medicine developed
(Zubeck 1994). The labeling of traditional medicÏhe as wïtchcraft and magic by Catholic
missionaries (Leavitt 1995) also undermined the practice of traditional medicine.

Both the introduction of European medicines andi the infiuence of the Catholic Church
undermined the practice of traditional medicine f a r some Mi'kmaw. Knowledge of
traditional medicine was not passed on or contùimed in some Mi'kmaw families. Young
people are no longer systematically taught by their Elders to survive using only the natural
environment. Vduable information on these resources is therefore being passed to fewer
people (Kuhnlein and Turner 1991).

Sorne see the practice of traditional medicine as a- step backward; others do not realize the
importance of the knowledge that many Elders in the Mi7kmaqcommunity possess

(McMillian 1995). Ewell-being is seen in the conrtext of a balance between mind, body
and spint as Wood (1979) suggests, those in the kkboriginal communities whose weUbeing is not balanced cm begh îhe process of heading by mociifving post-colonial
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psychological attitudes. One way to do this is through re-ducation to re-clah a positive
sense of identity and self-esteem (Clarkson, Morrissette and Regallet 1992; Cajété 1994).
Another problem that needs to be addressed is the disappearance ofthis knowledge, which

is signifiant for both Aborigind and non-Aboriginal people. Traditional knowledge has
not or@ nurtured Aboriginal peoples but has also led to the development of Western
drugs, many ofwhich have been based on their use by Indigenous peoples (Anyinam 1995;

Kuhnlein and Turner 199 1).

111.4 TRADITIONAL
MED DI CI NE
The te-

erhnomedicine,Mi 'kmaw medicine and traditional mealicine are

interchangeable within this context. Western society has only recently corne to recognize
the importance of physical, emotional, spintual and psychological factors afFecting the
weli-being of a person (Kiev 1989). These approaches are often termed "new age"
remedies and seem to be the latest trend, but they are actually grounded in history. For
exarnple, Knudtston and Suzuki (1992) point out that ail animals depend on plants, but
this understanding and approach to well-being have existed with Native cultures for

centuries. Miykmawmedicines extracted directly fiom the environment are only one
aspect of the healing process; they are used in a larger spiritual and societal context
(Zubeck 1994). The Mi'kmaq have other ways of healing; these sources are also denved
f?om the surroundhg environment (Chandler 1979; Mi'kmaw Resource Guide 1997).
Traditional medicine is passed through experience:

M a n medicine is spoken and practiced, but it is not written. It is &O
dificult to talk about Indian medicine and Endian values without relating
them to a whole way of He, a traditional way of He of whicb they were a
vital part. (Milloch 1989, 105)

Traditional rnedicines are diverse and are not limited to a singuiar form. People meet at

pow wows and gatherings to share knowledge about traditional mediches. Sharing is an
intrinsic concept for the Mi'kmaq (Leavitt 1995), as evidenced by pow wows and

gatherings being important to thek culture. It was at these venues that traditional
medicine, taking circles and sweat lodges were shared and experienced. Later the federal
government, with the intent of undemiining Native culture and achieving assimilation,
outiawed these practices Wjotte 1998). Placing limits on sharing this knowledge and
practice had significant impacts on the Mi'kmaq culture. As Petrou (1998) points out,

Mi'kmaw traditional medicine and heahng pradces are part of a larger belief system
involving the mind, body, spirit, the f d y , comunity and spiritual world. Thus the
imposed federal policies had significant impacts on the Mi'kmaq.

BOTANICAL
REALM
The ancient ecological bond between human beuigs and vegetation does not end with our
dietary and respiratory reiiance on the botanicai world (Knudtston and Suzuki 1992).
Mediches that are derived fiom the earth are used in different f o m ; some are poultices,
teas or ingested directly as they are found in nature (Mï'kmaw Resource Guide 1997).
Remedies can consist of a single herb, or several can be used together. Some heaIers have
their own sp&c

comblliations. There is ofien more thm one type of Mi'kmaw medicine

that can be used for ailments. The gathering and admuùstering of the medicines is a
spiritual experience. One needs to understand where and how to pick the medicines as

weU as how to prepare and administer the medicine. Similar to non-Native medicine,
mistreatment ofMi7kmawmedicine can have lethal results (Mi'kmaw Resource Guide

1997). To establish a comprehensive understanding of both Mi'kmaq medicine and the
culture, one needs to have an appreciation and understanding of the Mi'kmaw Ianguage,
since many ideas and concepts do not have an English quivalent.

There are four sacred medicines for the Mi'kmaq. Although not all of these medicines are
indigenous to Nova Scotia they are all used for offerings to the Creator. The four sacred
medicines are sweetgrass, cedar, sage and tobacco (Knockwood 1998). All of these are
used in ceremonies and rituals of healing. The act of smudging by guiding the smoke over
one's body fkom burning sweetgrass is a cleansing process for one's Mnd and heart.

Smudging is a way to guide one's path and to protect oneself fiom the unknown
(Solomon 1992). Sweetgrass is one of the sacred rnedicines that is likely found in every

Mi'kmaw home (Wallis and Wallis 1955). A variety of Literature documents numerous
plant sources that c m be used as traditional medicines. A compilation of these written
inventories is included in Appendix 2. It represents an important body of literature that is
already in the public realm about botanicd sources of Mi'krnaw medicine.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL,AND SPIRITUAL
BALMS

Wanting to heal and believe in a heaier or medicine is a major component of traditional

healing. Petrou (1998) goes firrther, suggesting that the power to beal is linked to a belief

in the system being used. This is not to Say that Mi'kmaw medicine is based merely on the
placebo effect, but rather this approach empowers individuais who are aihg. Some
Mi'kmaw believe that sickness is induced by fear; therefore, one's mental state needs to be
aîtended to in addition to the physical body and spirit. One cannot separate the mùid,
body and spirit, and therefore the healing process must hvolve all three aspects, the whole
person, in order to heal an individual (Wood 1979).

The sweat Iodge and the taking circle are yet another dimension of the land comection
and the process of healing for the Mi'kmaq. Both healing processes begh with showing
respect for the Creator and all that is one earth. The sweat lodge is commonly
constnicted out of wmponents fiund in the nahird environment, cornponents such as

bark, wood, animal skins and rocks. It is an extension of the natural environment and is
associated by some Mi'krnaw with returning to the womb. The taiking cîrcle reinforces the
importance of cycles and naîural laws, by the manner that it is carried out. Although the
effects of these types of medicines are also a physical experience, they deal specifïcally
with the psychological. These practices were outlawed during colonization and the

implementation of the Indian Act of 1876, but continueci in secret and are now re-

emerging more publicly. A variety of initiatives are helping to increase the longe*

of this

Conversation is used to heal in the t a b g circle. A talking circle is usualiy led by an elder
or spiritual leader and continued uniil everyone is finished speaking, however only one
person is ailowed to speak at a t h e . Therefore this process can take several hours and
numerous rotations:
The healing/talking circle is premised upon the concept of respect, noninterference and the recognition that the spirits of our grandfathers and the
creator are present to guide us through the process. In this method of
healing, our people ask for guidance and sensitivity through the sacred
pipe.. .each person is given the opportunïty to speak without
interruption.. ..it is often found that the pain being experienced by one
individual was the same pain experienced by another. (Clarkson,
Momssette and Regallet 1992,s 1)
Processes of healing such as the tallung circle emphasize the importance of the concept of

co~nrnunityas well as the potential for the well-being of the individual affecting the
community and vice versa. The sweat lodge also relies on the circle for its structure:
It is a means of reminding ourseives of our relationship to the earth and a
means or puriQing our spirits.. ..There is a special significance to each
t h g used in the lodge that focilitated the process of healing and
reconnecting. The shape of the lodge was representative of the womb of
women. It represented the womb of our Mother Earth. Inside this womb
surrounded in darkness, you returned to that first d e place of your
existence. The process consisted of four rounds; after each round the door
was opened and the s t e m was ailowed to escape. Each round of the sweat
represented the four directions of the earth. Each ofthese directions had
something to teach us about the cycles of Iife that were represented in the
seasons. (Clarkson, Morrissette and Regaliet 1992, 51)

Both of these pliictices focus on placing the person in relation to the spiritual and in the
context of their own role within creation (3bjotte 1998).

The term welI-Being used here, includes the Westernized physical concept of health, but
goes beyond it to include other aspects associated with the health of Native people. WeUbeing or heaith in a Native community may b e perceived Merentrently than in Non-Native
~~mmuaities.
Because of the h o M c approach to life that Aborigmal people take, well-

being is connected to many different parts and aspects of one's Me. The relationship
between the environment and heaith is one of balance, harmony, wholeness and well-being
(Wheatley 1996). WeiI-being is not strictly dependent on the prevention of diseases; it
encompasses much more.

When we get sick it is usually because we are out of balance in some way.
Perhaps we have faiIed to take care of our bodies by eating the proper
foods, getting the nght kînd of exercise, fasting, cleansïng, etc. OR
perhaps we are out of balance in our rninds. Even our own negative
thoughts can corne back on us and cause us to become sick. (Malioch
1989,106)

The psychological, exnotional and physical state of an individual are dl equdy important
and interdependent for maintaining one's well-being. The environment play a key role

among Native people:
...whose understandings of environment and health are inter-comected and
holistic, ail effêcts, including social and cultural effpcts, are seen as

direct...the concept of health is inseparable f?om their concept of the
environment, (Wheatiey 1996,253)

The environment has more importance than traditionai land use alone. Besides subsistence

needs, the land is tied to the psychological, spintual and physical well-being of the
Mi'kmaq. Everything is interconnected; humankind is an equal part of the environment,
and everythhg works in cycles. Knockwood (1998) states that when the Mi'kmaq were
stripped of their identity, their language and their beliefs, they became a lost people.
Furthemore, given the land's importance, being stripped of rights to it can have many
repercussions on severai levels.

SP~ALITY
Spirihrality plays a part in the maintenance and healing of Native people's weU-being.
Spiritua&y is a h htercomected and hterwoven into d aspects of the environrnent. The
mind and body for Native people cannot be separated. The spint can be weakened by

factors such as the loss of language and the environment. Therefore, being denieci access

to the environment, even ifit is only a perceived lack of access, can have an effect on the
weU-being of M'kmaq. This can take the form of a collective grief or as Cajété (1994)
suggests, ethnosfress..'

Cajété (1994) describes this tenn as the collective d e r i n g of Amencan Indians after
first contact. He states that it is the result of a psychological response pattern that
originates in the disniption of one's revered dturd He and belief system.
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Everythuig tbat the Creator has made is supposed to be treated with respect momborg
1998). Giooscap is a divine yet human figure who gives order to the world, who teaches

people their proper place and who sets standards of behavior (Leavitt 1995). The
Mi'kmaw perception of t h e is relevant to the concept of spiriniality; it helps to
contextualiIe the belief systern. The Mi'lonaq perceive theu spiritual history as king
made up of three eras: The first era was when animals and monsters dominated the earth.

The second involved the arrivai of the transformer-Glooscap, who readied the earth for
people. During this t h e 7people and apllmais spoke the same language. Glooscap lived
ammg these people and taught them how to tive. The third era is marked by the

departure of Glooscap. People and animais could no longer communicate easiiy with each
other. Only gdted men and women could keep up the ancient comection (Leavitt 1995).
This last era seems to best describe the current situation, suggesting that we are stiii in this

era.

The medicine wheel is an ancient Aboriginal syrnbol. It is used by the Mi'kmaw to explain
and understand concepts that are not tangible (Leavitt 1995). It reinforces the cyclical

conceptuaiization of the world that the Mi'kmaq have and associate with a number of
cultural custorns and beliefs. The Mi'kmaw traditional view sees people, the land, water,
plants and animals as forming one uninecl and interdependent living system (Pictou 1996;
Rajotte 1998). Leavitt (1995) elaborates:
The circle represents the wholeness of the Native way of He. It is a
perfectly balanced shape without top or bottom, length or width. The

circle is more than a static shape; it represents movement. The repeating
cycles of nature move in circIes-the seasons; birth, growîh, death, and
decay, cycles ofwmmunity and social life. Expancihg circles represent the
development of the human min& heart, body and spirit. (xvi)
The medicine wheei helps to explain many Mi'kmaw concepts and approaches to He. It

has been used to symbolize the four grandfàthers, the four winds, the four directions, the
four stages of We, and the well-being of the community7which is referred to by some

Native c o d e s as the sacre-hoop (hjotte 1998).

III.6 THE NEEDFOR ACCESSTO CURES
ISSUES OF SELF-ESTEEM,
STRESSAND WELL-BEMG

Good health and well-being are increasingly being considered to be more than just the
presence or absence of a disease. In fact, the RCAP Pathway to H&g:

Re~ortof the

National Round Table on Aboriszinal Health and Social Issues (1991) defines illness as:
Multigeneraîional trautna and grief Loss of ways of We. Loss of
language. Loss of ceremonies and traditions. Loss of land base. Loss of
meanin@ control over day to day life.(RCAP 1991, 12)
These types of definitions help to support the beliefin the importance of îhe connedon
between one's weU-behg and cultural SuTvivai. If cultural survival is threatened through
something like loss of access to land, then there is the potential for Aboriginal people's
perceptions of weil-king also to be affected as a result of this nsk Seeing things outside
of one's individual control can often serve to M e r iower confidence and self-esteem

(Furedi 1997).

In the context of this document, risk is being denned ~ubjectivel~.~
In some instances the
perception ofbeing at risk is actually more important than the actual risk (Furedi 1997;

Hattis and Kennedy 1990; Wheatiey 1996), since it is just as influentid in affecthg
people's reactions. For the purpose of this shidy, the risks are related to the actual and
perceived accessibility of land for the Mi'kmaq. Thus the relevant definition of risk that is
being used for the purpose of this examination is based on the foliowing assumption:
...human behaviors are fùndamentally driven by basic needs. Risk. .is the
possibiiity that these needs wili be inadequately met. Areas of risk i d e n e
trouble areas that can ùiterfere with needs fidfihnent. (J3alcsh and Johnson
1990,226)

Given this definition, the inaccessibility of land and traditional medicines can be seen as a

nsk. The lack of access can have serious ramifications on Mi'kmaw individuals, families,
and communities. These ramifications can occur because of the integrated identity the
Mi'kmaq have with the land: it fbWls basic needs and provides a sense of personal worth

and purpose to life for the Mi'kmaq @enderson 1995).

Belief in having wntrol, access, and stewardship of traditional lands is important to -the
persistence of many Indigenous cultures (Stoffle and Evans 1990). Ofien a culture's
identity is tied to the access of land:
Tribal identity includes culture, religion, and place; if the link between the
environment and the people is broken, the cultureligion is aIso broken.
Subjective nsk is used to refer to the non-expert perceptions and are wmrnonly
embellished by whatever considerations seize the public mind. Objective risks are often
seen as a the product ofscientific research, primarilypublic heaith statistics, experimental
shidies and epidemiological surveys. (Fischho& Hope and Watson 1990).

Tnial heaith inchdes personal weU-being, which is derNeci fkom
membershïp in a healthy community with the...ability to failow traditional
iifêstyle, heahg, religions and educational practices in nondegraded
srtrroundings. (Harper 1997,397)
Perceived or actuai deniaï of access to land-orthe fiedom to make lifestyle choices cm
have negative repercussions on the well-being of an individual- Understanding the impacts
of lack of access to land-canaid in the reclamation of the self for Aboriginal communitïes

(Clarkson, Momssette and Regdet 1992).

RESOURCESAND W E L L - B ~ MONG
G
ABORIGINAL
PEOPLEIN CANADA
In Canada many links have beea identifiecl with-thesocioeconomi statu of .Aboriginal
people and their overaü heaith status. Tomson (1999) hi-ghtsthe

.hciings regardhg

Canada's Aboriguial people in the Report on the Heaith of Canadians; The report found
that Canada's Aboriginal people as a group are the most disadvantaged among all citizens
and.possess.&e poorest health,status (Zubeck 1994; Townson 1999). The -acculturation
process and land id?hgements have contributed to these groups expenencing lower levels
of well-being. Not surprisingly, the low incorne and .low~levels
of education experienced
by Canada's Native people are similar to that of many Indigenous people (Barbira-'

Freedman and Kroeger 1988; Devichand 1997).

Chambers (1983) argues that the poverty of whole communibes c m be linked to the
communities' remote locations and inadequate resources. The Mi'kmaq HeaIth Survey
(1999), a mch.more expansive study than this prefiminary case study, which was
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conducted by the Union of Nova Scotia Indians and the Conf'êderacy of M&land

Mi'kmaq, indicated that the a n n d incorne-ofaddts living on reserve lands is low (Union
ofNova Scotia Indians 1999). When asked ifthey felt the four aspects of their hes-

(spiriaial, emotionai, physical and mental) were in balance?approxhately forty-five
percent of Mi'kmaw responded that it only occurred some of the tirne to almost none of
the t h e . - Thirty-four percent of the people who responded stated thaî they had used

traditioaal medicine in the past year. Of partidar relevane to this discussion are the

findings concernuig the residential school-e>cperience.Forty-sixpercent of respondents
believed that their expenence at the resideatial school contributed to their current health

problems. The study found that this experience has had more of a long-term negative
impact on the h d t h of fernales in cornparison to their male counterparts in the areas-of
self-image, self-esteem and mental health (Union-of Nova Scotia Indians 1999).

IV. FACTORS AFFECTING TRADITIONAL MEDICINE
ACCESS
The Mi'kmaq have not signed a treaty reiinquisbg their rights to Mi7kma'ki (Henderson
and Tanner 1992). NevertheIess, because of the Indian Act, they have been forced to live

in confineci and designated areas in a mamet foreign to their traditional lifestyIe.
Individual ownership of land is foreign to the Mi'kmaq since these types of borders were
not of their making penny, Marshall and Marsfidi 1992; McMillian 1995; Paul 1993).
ArtXcial borders and divisions within a country are irrelevant to many Aboriginal

people. Historicaily, the Mi'kmaq were accustomed to moving unrestricted over their
territory Despite its inappropriateness, the govenunent distributed grants of occupation
to the Mi'kmaq in the late 1700's and early l8OOYsfor their original land base,

subsequentIy leading to the establishment of the reserve system. Sunrivai on these lands

was ciifficuit, since Mi'kmaq were commonly allotted land of poor quality (Paul 1993).
Encroachments by non-Natives even on this ccreserved"land were common and served to
compound the problem (Demy, Marsball and Marshall 1992; McMiilian 1995; Paul
1993).

The Mi'kmaw identity flows fiom the land. Both existing historical treaties and the
absence of a treaiy that relinquishes Mi'kmaw land tenue are being used in contemporary
Iegal cases to uphold Mi'kmaw rights to their traditional land. These treaties are not just

significant for their current utility but ais0 because of the historical fnistrations they have
dlowed the Mi'kmaq to experience. ft is because of the misinterpretation of these treaties
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that Milunaq have experienced both the dispossession of their land as well as inadequate

access to land resources (Demy, Marshall and Marshall 1992). Because of controliing
Iegisiation iike the Indian Act of 1868 Mi'kmaq felt that they were restricted in every
aspect of their lives penny, Marshall and Marshali 1992), and subsequently the

historical relationship between the European govemment and the M i h a q is often seen
as oppressive. In more recent court cases it is encouraging to witness more positive
results for the Milcmaq c o ~ t being
y supported by these early treaties and acts. The
legal recognition of Mi'kmaw rights can positively influence Mi'kmaw perceptions of
levels of traditional land accessibility, by addressing previous actual and perceived legal
restrictions. Furthemore, this shift allows for an increased opporhinity to preserve the

Mi'lunaw land connection and their identity.

IV.1 RELEVANTTlWAT'IESAND LEGALCASES
This section is not intended to be an exhaustive discussion of di relevant treaties and
1egaI cases, but rather its purpose is to highlight some of the major issues that may have
contributed to present perceptions of accessibiiity and availability of Mi'kmaw medicine.
Although the majorïty-rule system of the Euro-Canadian govemment differs significantiy
fkom the traditional consensus based Mi'kmaw approach (Leavitt 1995), it contains key
court cases and treaties that define Aboriginal and treaty rights. The Mi'kmaq Grand

Council, The Union of Nova Scotia Indians (UNSI) and the Native Council of Nova
Scotia (NCNS) have stated in the Mi'kmaq Treaty Handbook (1987) that they view the

succession of treaties and agreements not as distinct entities but as stages and renewals of

a larger agreement. The treaties are important because they symbolize a relationship
between the Mi'kmaq and the Europeans; fbrthermore, the treaties outline the duties and
rights Mi'kmaq and Europeans have to each other. Many of these treaties, however, have
been overlooked and neglected by European governments. European interpretation of
historical treaties often m e r s radical1y fiom First Nation interpretations. The
government saw these treaties and granting privileges to be enjoyed at the pleasure of the
Crown, whereas the First Nation interpretation was as a safeguard for nghts they already
possessed @ickason 1992). Such misunderstandings have altered the intent of the

original agreement, resulting in disagreements and fùrther complications (Erasrnus and
Sanders 1992). Rem-g

the importance and impact of key treaties, acts and cases not

only reveals the legal connection that the Mi'kmaq have to land, but also illustrates the

bistorical mistreatment many of them have had to endure.

The Treaty of 1725 was the first formal treaty between the Wabanaki and the British
Crown (Marshall Demy and Marshall 1992,80), It was an agreement made by the
Mi'kmaq to cease hostiiities in exchange for the British to respect and protect their lands.
This treaty was important because it estabfished initial formal relations between the two
nations. The Treaty of 1752 foilowed and is celebrated by the Mi'kmaq as being one of
the fùst acknowledgments by the British of Mi7kmawindependence. This treaty helped
estabfish a permanent and continuing political relationship between the Mi'kmaq and the

Crown (Henderson and Tanner 1922, 132). Tbis was done with the intent to end war and
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create a fî-iendship between the British and the Mi'kmaq. In 1763, The Royal
ProcIarnation was formulateci after the British ended French power in North Amenca.
This document afErmed and outlined the rights of Aborigiaal people (Elliott and Fleras
1992; Erasmus and Sanders 1992; Borrows 1997). It dearly acknowledged the forma1
process by which to obtain lands and proved that Indians possessed rights to the land
(Bartlett 1990; Demy, Marshall and Marshail 1992; Leavitt 1995). The Treaties of 1725,
1752 and the Royal Proclamation 1763 depict a positive relationship between the

Mi'kmaq and the British Crown. They established, recognized and protected Mi'kmaq

and British interests. However, these positive agreements were followed by the
Constitution Act of 1867, which marked a turning point in Mi'kmaw-European relations.

The Constitution Act, 1867, and the Indian Act, 1876, did not possess intentions similar
to the earlier agreements between the Mi'kmaq and the British Crown. These two acts

handed power over ' M a n s " to the federal government through a process that was not
inclusive of Indians. Section 91 (24) of the Constitution Act of 1867 allocated to the
federal government specific jurisdiction over iaws regarding Indians and land reserved

for Indians (Canadian Bar Association 1988; Julien 1997; Leavitt 1995), making
subsequent legislation such as the Indian Act possible (Elliott and Fleras 1992).
The Indian Act, 1876, defhed 'Tndian" status; it established the Department of Indian

Mairs, Indian Agents and the Band Council systern (Elliott and Fleras 1992). From it
stemrned the legal basis for creating residentid schools and the implementation of the

centrhtion6 policy, resulting in the b 6 g of many cultural adVities. Assimilation
and patemalisrn provided the rationale for protection through the '%ivilization" of
Aboriginal people of Canada (Elliott and Fieras 1992; Julien 1997). Therefore, not only

did this act limit the land d l Indians could access, but it also determined who had legal
access to the resewed land. It was not untii 1985, with the introduction of Bill C-3 1: that
rnarriage codd not cause an Aboriginal woman to lose her 'Thdian" status. The
Constitution Act, 1867, and the Indian Act, 2 876 are arguably two of the most damaging
documents for Canada's First Nations and whose repercussions are still evident today.

In the late 1960's, a shift ocmed: court cases emerged that strengthened Aboriginal
legal rights to land and its resources. The Canadian Constitution was repatriated in 1982
The centralization policy will be discussed in p a t e r detail in a subsequent section.
However it is imporîant to note that the community of Indian Brook increased in
population because of this policy. It was one of the two reserve sites chosen to
consolidate the other Mi'lcmaq reserves in Nova Scotia (Guillemin 1975).
'The Lavell, Bedard and Lovelace cases helped to bring the sexual discrimination
inherent in the Indian Act to the forefiont (McMillian 1995; Monture-Angus 1995).
These cases sought to remove sexual discrimination and disenfr-anchisementfrom the
Indian Act and eventually resulted in its revision (Paul 1993). Bill-C3 Z made it
impossible to gain or lose status because of rnarriage (McMiUan 1995). However
stipulations placeci on Band membership created new divisions within First Nations.
There are stiil people who consider t h e d v e s Indian but are not registered because of
the restrictive qualifications to be considered an Indian (McMillan 1995). McMillian
argues this point eloquently when he States the divisive situation in the following manner:
&one who lost status, whether voluntarily, through mamage, or fiom being a
dependent child when (fheir)mother was enfhnchised, can reclaim Indian status.. .the
children of such people are eligible to apply for staais....those with two Indian parents
will be able to transmit Indian status to their children, while those with one Indian parent
will be wnsidered Indian but cannot transmit status to theù children without marrying
another status Indian. Not all reinstated Indians will be able to join bands, creating a

and three progressive sections emerged. Three sections w Ï t h the Canadian Constitution,
1982, specifïcally pertain to First Nations (McMillan 1995). Section 35 recognizes and

affirms existing treaty rights of the Aboriginal Peoples o f Canada (Canadian Constitution
1982). Section 35(1) specifïcally directs and mandates recognition and m a t i o n of
existing Aboriginal and treaty rights at every level of Canadian society, creating new
contexts for interpretation of govemental responsibility and treaty rights in Canada
(Haderson 1995,208). Secbon 25 specifically guarantees:
...certain rights and fieedoms shdl not be construed so as to abrogate or
derogate fiom any aborigind, treaty or other rights or fieedoms that

pertain to the aboriginal peoples of Canada inclu-lding (a) any rights or
fieedoms that have been recognized by the Royd Proclamation of
October, 1766; and @) any rights or fieedoms that now exist by way of
land claims agreements or may be so acquired. (Canadian Constitution
1982)

This section states that interpretation of the guarantees wntained in the Charter of Rights
and Freedoms would not detract fiom Aboriginal or trw rights (EiUiott and Fleras 1992,
65). Section 37 of the Constitution proposes fùture meetings between First Ministers and

Aboriginal leaders to discuss present and additional Abcrriginal nghts (Elliott and FIeras
1992,65). Although vague, these sections allow for a legai basis to support access to land
for the Mi'kmaq.

The Calder Case, 1969, (Calder v. Attorney-General of British Columbia, Cl9731 S.C.R.
3 13) dealt specifically with a Nisga'a chief and Aboriginal title in British Columbia.

division between status Indians that belong to bands and those that do not. (McMillian
1995,3 1 1 )

Despite king later dismisseci on a legal technicality, the Supreme Court of Canada
recognized that usdiuctuary rights, using the land but not owning if existed and could
ody be relinquished to the govemment through a formal treaty (Asch and Bell 1997).

This type of legal precedent is important for those like the Mi'kmaq who have not signed
treaties relinquishing their rights to the land and have to prove their use of land to make a

clairn to it (Leavitt 1995). Ln this particular case the Supreme Court of Canada's actions
c l d e d their intent to recognize the existence of Aboriginal title, a right that had
previously not been taken seriously (Townshend 1992).

R v. Simon (119861 1 C.N.LR 153) dealt with the Treaty right to hunt and R v.
Marshall ([1999] 4 C.N.LR 301) with the treaty right to fish. The Sparrow case (R. v.
Sparrow (Cl9921 4 C.N,L.R 98) marked the first interpretation of Section 35 of the
Canadian Constitution and clarified the fiduciary obligation (Panel on Ecological
Integrity of Canada's National Parks 2000, Appendut E-1). The Simon case (1986),

Marshall case (1 999) and the Sparrow case (1992) are important because of the legal
precedent they establish. Each case serves to support rights; and while this is not meant
to be an exhaustive discussion of relevant cases or the treaties, they are important to

understand the m e n t Mi'kmaw sensibility. At the very least, the existence of these
cases provides a positive conceptual basis to buttress Mi'kmaw attitudes and beliefs

concerning access to land. This is significant because medicines are not specificalIy
mentioned in Mi'kmaw treaties @Oyle-Bedweli 1999).
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Delgamuukw v. British Columbia (119971 3 S.C.R 1010)~
d e d the fkst decision by the
Supreme Court of Canada afEmhg aboriginal title over traditional land (Prosper 1999).
It also established guidehes for governments and courts to evafuate and protect

Aboriginal tenure (Henderson 1999). Such issues strengthen the bargaining power ofthe
Mi'lanaq, who have not ceded their rights to Mi'kma'ki, especiaily since the
Delgamukw decision irnpiies that once ancestral occupation is established, a First
Nation like the Mi'kmaq have a legal right to the land.

Thus, treaties are important to the Mi'kmaq because they represent an affirmation and

recognaion of the relationship between the Crown and the Mi'kmaq and Mï'kmaw rights.
For Aboriginal people, treaties represent First Nation interests, their pride and their word

Grasmus and Sanders 1992,4). The dishonoring of treaties and policies by the Canadian
government has had dramatic and deeply rooted effects throughout Aboriginal
communities. Brealcing the Covenant Chain of Treaties has had multi-faceted

repercussions on the Mi'kmaq, affiecting their self- esteem at the individual and
community levez as well as undermining the faith placed in future relations with the

Crown.

* For a more comprehensive legal discussion of the importance of this case, refer to Stan
Persiqr's commentary in the book Del~amuukwv. British Columbia (1998).

w.2 SPIRITU, EMOTIONAL
AND PSYCHO~GICAL
CONSCIOUSNESS
RELATEDTO LAND
The Mi'kmaq land comection exists on various interconnected and overlapping levels.

Like the circdar view of the family and al1 of creation, the spiritual, emotional and
psychological consciousness has interdependent elements that have a reciprocal
relationship to each other. It is important to consider this aspect when reviewing
respondent perceptions of access to traditional mediches, since this access has the
potential to affect their lives on multiple levels. It is impossible to deal with the spiritual,
emotional and psychological consciousness connections to the land separately.
Therefore, these concepts are examined in co~ectionwith each other. Since the

Mi'kmaw world-view involves interrelation and interdependence:
...what you put into the universe cornes back, everything is a
cycle....health and wellness must be considered in the context of this same
interrelateci universe. Sickness is not Limited to the physical body. It
involves a patient's emotions, mind and spirit, their family, their
community and the spiritual world. (Waldram, Hemng and Young 1997,
10)

Perceived disruptions by Aboriginal people of their relationship to the environment can
have a considerable impact on their social, cultural and economic well-being (Persky
1998; Wheatley 1996). As with most Native people in Canada, Mi'kmaq existence is
inseparable fiom the land; it also involves their culture, selfimage and spirituality.

If Indigenous people are to maintain their distinctive cultures, they must have access to

and stewardship over land. Aithough each is ultimately unique, a number of common
expenences and beliefs exist amongst First Nations (Kapashesit and Klippenstein 1991):
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"One ofthe most hdamental important process of language, culture, nature and land is
that together, they numire our consciousness, our identity on both the individual and
trï'bal level"(l?ictou 1996,63). Land has a spiritual, emotional and psychological

importance to the Mi'kmaw people; it is important to their survival. Actuaiiy limited
access or even a perceived Iack of access to land a n affect Mi'kmaw sensibility.

Focusing on the importance of the land should not romanticize Aboriginal Life. The

environment is interwoven with al1 aspects ofAborigina.1Me, and making a living fiom
the land is not in contradiction to this belief (Borrows 1997). The specid relationship and
understanding that most First Nation people have make them more likely to maintain a
sustainable interaction with their environment (Clarkson, Momssette and Regallet 1992;
Potts 1992). Pnor to contact, for Native people depletion of the environment rneant
stmation and death. First Nations have aiways understood that they are dependent upon

and have a responsibility to the environment (J3rooks 1986;Henderson 1 995),which is in
contrast to the majority of non-Native thinking (Clarkson, Morrissette and Regallet
1992). Before the mival of the Europeans, First Nations were sustainable because they
understood that they were part of the environment and not the ones controlling it. The
spintual, emotional and psychological c o ~ e c t i o n to
s land that the Mi'kmaq possess-part
oftheir concept of NehrhIimk, to preserve, protect and promote the land-require harvest
methods to be conducted without jeoparnizing the integrity, diversity and productivity of
the environment (The Netukiilimk GIS Project 1998).

Gender is a socially constructed variable, whereas the term sex commonly denotes a
person's biology (Love, Jackson, Edwards and Pederson 1997). Aithough there are
specific expectations for each sex in the Mi'kmaw culture, for the purpose of this
research, these terms are used interchangeably. The t e m rnaIelfemaIe and men/women

are used throughout generally to indicate the biological difference between men and
women.

Historicaily, because of European influence on Nestyle and diet, Mi'kmaq h i i y

numbers diminished (McMillian 1995). European values and ide& infiuenced social
structure: poIygamy gave way to monogamy. Women had specific duties within the
family. Kïstorical accounts of the nomadic Mi'kmaq identified that cwking, carryïng

and tending the family were primary duties of females W l e r 1995). Battiste explains
that the concept of gender is foreign to the Mi'kmaq:
Gender being a foreign concept, brought to o u .land by the wood walls of
Europe, is a strained thought to the Mi'kmaq worIdview. Mi'kmaq
concepts do not divide man ffom woman; the concepts d y honour their
ordinary efforts as mothers, grandmothers, godmothers, teachers, healers
and the like. European thought calls them 'roles.' Mi'kmaq thought
labels them extraordinary honours. (Batiste 1989,61)
Furthemare, Pictou (1 996) argues that these historical accounts were iuijust in their
representation of AbonginaVMi'kmaq women because these interpretations generally
excluded the importance and sacredness of these processes since they were recorded by
male Europeans. Consequently, the importance of women's roles were overlooked
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(&CAP 1997). The roles ofFust Nation women were Ieft undocumenteci (RCAP 1996),
and the imposition of European value systerns on Mi'kmaq women's activities devalued
them (Chandler 1979; Guillemin 1975; RCAP 1997). Such practices have left the

historical documentation of the Mi'kmaq incornplete.

Marshall (1997) suggests that males and females both play a role in the healing process.
Furthermore, she States that within the Mi'kmaq society, women are considered to be a
source of power (Marshall 1997; Petrou 1998). Some believe simultaneously that despite
possession of this power, women are limited in the role they can play in the heaiing
process (Marshall 1997). This division of healing roles based on one's sex may be rooted

in Western concepts that were imposed on the Mi'kmaq. It is a division that may not
have existed within the Mi'kmaq community pnor to European contact (Chandler 1979;
Pictou 1996; Rajotte 1998).

fistorically, women in Aboriginal communities have been respected for their thoughts

and views, and were often sought for advice on community matters @?ictou1996; RCAP
1997). Many Abonginal societies were matriarchal, and women were treated as equals

@CAP 2997). A Mi'kmaw woman's power cornes fiom her ability to give birth
(Marshall 1997) and nurture fiture generations:
They are the e
s
t teachers who transmit knowledge of the past and present
to the fùture. They create an extensive, coherent, concrete tribal bond
with the W e through an easy silence and caring. The tribal bond arises

fiom the rhythm of the daiiy event. Togethemess cornes quietly in the
shared trust inherent in fàmily life. (Battiste 1989,61)

Despite this respected role, many First Nation women's experiences, &e those oftheir

male counterparts, have been smounded with sadness, anger and pain @CAP 1997).

Aboriginal women were negatively affecteci by the Indian Act (Monture-Angus 1995;
Pictou 1996; RCAP 1996). The implementation of its rules regardhg requirements for
ccstatus''denied many Abonginai women their cuiture and identity.

Aborighal women

who manied non-Natives lost their legal status as well as their children's right to be

recognized as 'legal" Indians: with the introduction of Bi11 C-3 1 in 1985, some of these
women and their children regained their status (Mi'kmaw Resource Guide 1997; RCAP
1996). Aborigjnal women also experienced the assimilation tactics of the residential

school and the centralization process that removed them fiom their original land base.

Thus, many First Nation women were severed fiom their conuilunities. Clarkson,
Morrissette and Regallet (1992) point out:
Disposition &om the land fûrthe~impoverishedwomen,who were the
most dependent on the land for survival. Prior to the imposition of the
reserve system, women had access to a variety of naturai foods and other
products through the seasonal migration.. .confinement to reserves reduced
access to these other areas and resulted in a decrease in consumption and a
beginning of resource depletion in the immediate reserve area. This had
severe implications for the health and well-being of women because they
depended so heavily on the land ways. (38)
The masculine and the ferninine are seen as two necessary parts within Mi'kmaw
spintuality. Opinions on this topic span a wide spectrum. Some literature indicates that
healers can be either male or female (Chandler 1979; Pictou 1996; Smith 1964). Other
literature indicates that women are the primary keepers of knowledge about traditional
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medicine (Chandler 1979; Guillemin 1975). In these communities, sex roles are often

different but equd. Still other literature refiects limitations on a Mi'kmaw woman's
participation in the healing process based on her sac's physiology (Marshail 1997).

These variances in the traditional roles women may play, combineci with the quality of
individual and collective Westyles and their social and physical environments, have
potentid to impact women's well-being, especially since Abonginal women in Canada
are in the worst social and economic situations (RCAP 1996). The Ottawa Charter for
Health Promotion (1986) further States that people cannot achieve theu fiillest health
potential unless they are able to take controt of determinants of their well-being; for the
Mi'kmaq, access to land is one of these determinants. Control of this determinant is not

currently a reality for many Aboriginal women If improvements could be made in the
control over their traditional land, improvement hypothetically could occur in their welfbeing. Such an opportunity could not only ailow for an improvement in their well-being
but also allow for self-actuaization, a greater sense of social responsibility, and a renewal
of their relationship with the natural environment.

IV.4 OTHERISSUESASSOCIATEDW I T ~TRADITIONAL
MEDICINES
INTELLEC~UAL
PROPERTY
R I G ~
Traditional medicine knowledge is valuable for healing within the Mi'kmaq community

and in the search for new commercial pharmaceuticals. Since many current

phannaceuticals owe their existence to Migenous people's h d i n g practices, issues of
ownership of this knowledge arise. Greaves (1994) suggests that the Western concept of
InteUectuai Property Rights (PR)couid be used to ranforce and protect Indigenous
knowledge. Some P R concepts are relevant in the First Nation context; however, some

are also inapplicable toward traditional medicine because many Indigenous people worldwide find the commodification of traditional medicines incornprehensible (Anyinam
1995; Dutfeild and Posey 1996; Evans and Pinel 1994).

The majority of discussions about IPR center on plants, shce numerous modem drugs

find their origh in Indigenous use (Anyinam 1995). However, Evans and Pinel (1994)

demonstrate that American Indians have applied this concept to the religious and spintual
aspects of their culture by placing controi on cultural material. This process involves

gaining permission fiom a Native governing body to conduct extractive activities within
reservations (Evans and Pinel 1994). In the Canadian context, reserve Band Councils

codd fùlfill this fùnction by being the governing body that codd oversee giving
-extractionpermits. The Pueblo Indians provide another example of the utility of PR. If
problems arke with keeping aspects secret and concurrently sharing this knowledge, the
Elders decide, based upon the goal of protection of sacred sites and traditions (Evans and

Pinel 1994). An arrangement in which Indigenous governments and researchers work
together is encouraging because it represents an opportunity to ensure the protection of a

community's resources. Non-Native recognition of these rights for Native communities

would help to ensure a basic level of protection as well as responsible extractive activities

in research and economic development.

However, many Indigenous cornmunities have problems with the concept of IPR Patent
law itself is immaterial to hdigenous communities because of the stipulations associated

with establishing a patent. Greaves (1995) argues that there are tbree main probferns with
patent or copyright law. First, laws surroundhg their establishment require that the
howledge is new knowledge, which would be hard to detennine within the First Nation
context since knowledge is commonly shared and has been in use for many years.

Second, patent law requires that an individual gain the rights to patents, which is
problematic since comunities and Nations usually share this knowledge amongst
themselves. Finally, the patents are only for a finite nurnber of years, making the cost of

renewal and subsequent public domain ownership unappealing to Aboriginal people.
Traditional Resource Rights (TRR) have been suggested as an alternative acronym to

make P R more digestible for Indigenous communities by overcoming the use ofthe
limiting concept of property @utfeild and Posey 1996). Dutfeild and Posey (1996)
exphin the adoption of T'Nt

The term tradtionaI reflects cherished practices, beliefs, customs,
lmowledge and cultural heritage of indigenous and l o d communities with
close affinity to the earthC;] resolace is adopted to mean d l knowledge
and technology, esthetic and spirituai qualities, including both the tangible
and intangible[;] h a l l y ri@s was used to convey a guarantee of weilbeing to themselves and fùture generations. (95)
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It is important to consider that the pursuit of such rights, whethr they are temed P R or

TRR, s h d d be solicited by the Indigenous co~ll~~lunity
and not enforced by an external
body (Greaves 1994).

Many Western dmgs have onginated f?om Indigenous ecological knowledge, and

excessive extraction fiom these plants has had atastrophic effects on the environment
(Anyinam 1995). Commercial growing of medicines rnay not be an option for the
Mi'kmaq since it may go against some people's core beliefs of respect for the medicines.

Mi'kmaq collectively own this knowledge, and in order to maintain control of these
plants and pracîices, a new type of patent or legal ri@ rnay need to be established. This

could be done to avoid M e r exploitation, which has unfortunately been the fate of
many Indigenous cultures that have shared their ecological knowledge with large
pharmaceutical companies.

RELATTONSHIPOF TRADITIONAL
AND WESTERN
MIEDICINE
Traditional Mi'kmaw medicines are rooted in Mi'kmaw traditional ecological knowledge

(The Netukulimk GIS Management Project 1998). Discrepancies exit regarding the
level of dependency upon these medicines within the Mi'kmaq community. Some
traditionalists within the community are heaviiy dependent upon this knowledge, while
others have tumed toward Western medicine to fïnd remedies (Petrou 1998;Smith
1964;WU and Wallis 1983). In some c i r m c e s the type of disease has determineci

the type of medicine used (Doyle-Bedwell 1999). The Iack of support for traditionai

medicines by First Nations in the past has had an endemic effect on its transmission fkom
generation tu generation (Kuhnlein and Turner 1991). The Iack of recognition on mmy
levels of the worth of this knowledge has been one contributing fàctor to the low level of
well-being of Abonginal communities. As Devichand states:

The main reason given by Aboriginal peoples is that the treatment of
symptoms will not eradicate the problem as the root cause has not been
treated. The root cause of ili health in Aboriginal peoples is directly
reiated to th& history in which a majority of their culture was destroyed.
At this t h e , many of the people experienced a loss of identity, as weii as a
breakdown of traditional value systems- This weakened the Nations and
has resulted in the social probIems evident in many Aboriginal
communities today. @evichand 1997,7)
Westernized health seMces have often been unsuccessfùi in addressing Aboriginal needs

because problems of well-behg lie deeper than remediation approaches (Petrou 1998).

V. FIELD STUDY FINDINGS
The aim of this chapter is to convey respondents' perceptions of their access to land, their
knowledge and opinions about traditional medicines and their opinions of gender roles
related to traditional medicines. Information discussed in this section has been compiled
fkom a number of sources ranging from semi-stnictured interviews to personal
observations. Some interviews were more formal than others and were conducive to
direct quotation; the more iafomial interactions were paraphrased. Direct quotations fiom
respondents are indented and single-spaced, whereas paraphrased ideas are represented

within the body of the text and are not indented.

Throughout this document the names of the respondents who contniuted to this research
are omitted out of respect for those who have shared their knowledge and experience.
This omission has not been done to deny any respondent credit for their contri'bution, but

to ensure confidentiality. Numerical codes were assigneci to each respondent referenced,
demonstrating that there are various voices represented in this study. The foliowing is a
summation of themes that =ose fiom discussions with study respondents.

For the purpose of this research, respondents of differert ages were intervieweci. The

mean age was forty-nine and the median age was forty-five. The youngest respondent was
nineteen and the oldest wm 80. It became evident that although perceptions were
somewhat similar, they tended to Vary accordhg to a person's age. The separation of
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generations seemed to be commoniy referred to by respondents as those above forty and
those below. It is unciear as to why that age was chosen, but strangely enough, forty
seemed to be the number used by respondents who refened to generational differences. A
few individuals stated that, in their opinion, it is more common for those above forty to
use traditional medicines, than those below. The reasoning behind this is that those below
forty had greater oppoïtunity to access western h g s and therefore piaced a greater
reliance on them (#017, #0 10, #û19). Past experience also inûuenced ciifferences in
approaches to medicine, particularly in what individuals felt cornfortable doing. Al( those
who identined with traditionai medicines had one thing in cornmon; regardless of age they
said that they had much to learn. Both seE-identified and co11111iunity-identifiecihealers
agreed that no one person knows everything about medicines. It is a He long and
continual learning process.

* 26 respondents in total *
15 specifidy associated with
L'nu Si'ouk
Individuals above 40 years old
Individuals 40 years oId and b e l m
(the yomgest king 19 years of

males 1 # fernates I # males 1 # fernales
7
6
3
4
O
2
1
3

i

1
20
6

In the discussions conducted for this study, most respondents taiked about their general

history, inc1uding the oppression imposed on them by the Canadian govemment.
However, only minimal knowledge was shared about what L'nu Si'puk was iike years ago
and how it has changed over the years. A few respondents mentioned that L'nu Si'puk
was a very s

d commUILifY comprising of only a few houses. Some individuals indicated

three houses, while others suggested f o u (#020;#005). One of the current main streets,
named Hollywood Drive, was the main path Mi'kmaq used to corne and go f?om the
reserve. The 'Wn
which still exists has the same main road going over it, and was
idenMeci by a few as the location where a medicine woman once lived.

There are a number of definitions of what traditional medicine encompasses; respondent
understandings vary fiom herbal plants to ceremonies. Some respondents divided
Mi'kmaw medicine into categories based on the type of healing it achieved. Some
traditionai medicines are for physicd h e h g and the others are for spiritual healing

(#008). One male respondent explauied these mixent categones as:
There are many types of medicines, all medicines heal people whether
physidy, mentally, emotiondy [or] spiritually.. ..Mi'kmaq medicines sort
of creates a balance. There's the physid, mental, emotional and the
spintual. There's certain medicines for the physicai, there are certain
medicines for the spiritual, emotional.. ..For instance the burning of
sweetgrass, sage, cedar' tobacco tend to deal with the mentai, emotional
and spintual healing. Pt is tha same with the sweat lodge which heal the
mentai, exnotionai, and spintual but also heals the physical by helping
'sweaî-out' the 'bad stdP.(#015)
A number of respondents had the perception of mediches being everything. Some

believed them to be food; others believed medicines to be various types of vegetation

(W09). Some individuals believed that the talking stick, dnimming and chantulg are also

medicines (#O 12; #û2 1). A Mi'kmaw man from L'nu Si'puk shared what he considered
medicines to be:
It would depend o n what you are talking about. What ails you. Yeah, Like
ifyou have somethulg wrong with your body somewhere, or it might just
be jua you have t o talk about to let something out. Sometimes that,
sometime the person you are talking to, like the medicine man you are
talking t o wouldn't have to say a word you be the one doing ail the tallcing.
And then oh 1 feel a lot better. That's aü you just had t o talk to somebody.
Sometimes that's it, and that might not be it. (#020)
A Mi'lanaw woman not fiom L'nu Si'puk shared her thoughts on what medicines were:
Anything in the environment or in the world that we've identifieci as being
beneficial for pain or rashes or stomach problems. There's tonics that you
c m make with certain berries and sa
1think everything is a medicine
redy. Like the whole earth itself. (#O 13)

Another Mi'krnaw woman also fiom outside of the L'nu Si'puk commUNty shared her
understanding of what medicines are:
Medicine could be laughter, it could be crying, it could be pu.r@ing, it
could be just singing. But actually scientific terms of medicines with herbs
they are roots, leaves, certain plants, stems, juices that come out of certain
plants as well that heal abrasions, heal inner sickness that can't be deait
with any other spiritual heahg. Spiritua&. ..you can only help to a certain
part then medicines come into play. (#002)
Types of medicines overlap; a distinction between boundaries of each type of medicine

Historically the Mi'baq have an oral tradition; the majority of teachings and knowledge
are passed through stories and legends. The following story was shared in order to
explain the significance of the turtle as part of the medicine wheel.
They pIanted some of the medicines there, and there was a lot of medicines
in the Kejimkujik area; they also have the blauiy turtie there. 1 don't know
where else you wodd h d it. The Little turtle is there. He's a toy. He has,
you c m cany him with you and he wouldn't bite and the littie baby when
he went to sleep they would put turtîe by him in the tent. And the turtle
would sleep with that little baby. So one day when they went out and the
turtle went to the water swimming and he swam away. But the next
moming when they went in the teepee, wigwam the turtle had corne home
that night and climbed in there. So ah, he was a fiiend, he was f'amily. And
when the people traveled they took the turtie with them. So with the
medicine wheel he is part of the medicine wheel.(#OW)
Much of this oral tradition is still enwurageci and practiced when dealing with knowledge
concerning Mi'lanaw medicine. Stories and legends related to nature are used to teach

and pass knowledge onto fùture generations. One respondent explained that Mi'kmaq
often feel a connection to certain animals based on similarities between their personal traits
and the animal's traits. She shared this example to help illustrate what she meant:
Just what the turtle symbolizes it could live on land, it can live on water, it
travels slow, it has its own protective shell so where it goes right. And my
animal has wings, which as well allows it to be abte to move faster and go
places quicker than the average turtle. Just that comection that this turtle
has turtle wings is also an ancient name for me, which 1 believe that 1 have
an ancient spirit, comected spirit comected to this spirit. It teaches me
and it rerninds me to always be w q about the pollution in the water,
because that is where my spirit lives and thrives. As well in the air where it
nies the pouution in the air don't let your car nui, try and take the bus a i l
these envkonmentdy friendly things that we should do.(#002)

Often this type of howledge is passed down through the f d y fiom generation to
generation, as long as the family members choose to believe and practice traditional ways.
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During m y initial visits to the community most individu& 1encountered said that
traditional medicine use was no longer practiced in th&

communi~,however, after

fùrther interactions practitioners of this type of medicine began to emerge.

Knowledge and teachings surrounding traditional medicines are dti-fkceted; they are a
physicaVspiritual experience as weli as an orai experience. Individuals learned fiom being
sick and having the medicines applied to them, by watching them being applied to others
or by learning fkst hand how to gather them. The following are a few respondents'
experiences that exemple the various learning experiences for Mi'kmaw.
My mother used some kind of [medicine] one time I cut my leg, she used
some kind of poultice of some sort. She took this little green leafthat
grows outside, I'm not sure it was so big and put it on my leg to stop the
infection, I was just a kid.. .I'm not sure the name of it.(#O 16)

This same individual also shared his experience of watching others take traditional

medicines:
You know the oniy thing I've seen people take is like flagroot, gold thread,
and pagosi. You know I've heard of people taking that I'm not sure what
else. [This guy] d o m here, does iitîle medicine bundles. me] does M e
medicine bundles for people, who are psychologically disadvantaged some
how. It so does that by giving psychological strength, every iittle bit
helps.. ..One for intemal purposes and the other for psychological
purposes.(#O 16)
Another respondent shared this example of how her husband helped cure an outbreak of

One time here we had diarrhea right bad. They were dying off; my god
there was a lot of them that died. And my husband knew about what did
they call it, 1can't t h . of the name.. ..He went in the woods and cut the

outside, they cut that off and then îhere's a layer right next to the tree and
it's soft like almost like chewing gum you know chewing gum in a stick.
He'd cut a M e piece o e so big and you'd chew that and when you'd
fhish chewing that your diarrhea was ali gone. And that helped us a lot.
(mas)

Many of those who currently use traditionai medicines grew up with their parents and
grandparents using these cures (#O18). Others, however, have turned to westernized
pharmaceutical cures for quicker and more immediate remedies.

This knowledge is more than just reading what each plant can do; it requires a special
know-how of proper harvesting, mîxing and administe~gtechniques (#002,#017,#006).
It is this howledge that is usualiy leanied &om the Elders in a home or community. This

is indicated by the following respondent's words when he states:
The Elders of m y commULLity have encourageci us by their examples,
wisdom, and stories to reflect on the relationship our people have always
had with Creation--the Earth, Sky, Water, Fire, Wmd and Ail the iife that
abounds thereon-as we regard our rehionship to one another-family,
community, nation. Through this process of understanding, and as this
understanding is conhned by ceremony and our language, my expenence
provided validity to the Teachings of my EIders.(#O
One person said that he was Iearning fkom his uncle. He suggested that one l e m s fkom
their Elders. He went onto say that, when the tirne is right, you pass the knowledge ont0
others. He explainet that it was not his tirne currently to show others but rather it was his
t h e to learn how to find it (#024).
Another individual offered his experience of how he has been kming about traditional

1 was very fortunate that my grandmother actually took me out and showed
me the medicines.. ..not too many people got that opportunity to Ieam
about the medicines. Like ah, mother used to take me out too, but she
passed away about 7 years ago. When she was alive she used to always
take me out we'd go out picking medicines, she was showing me ail the
places 1 could pick sweetgrass, muskrat root and mint leaves and a l l that.
And what my fàther would do he7dshow me a l l the hunting areas where to
catch hawks, like where to catch the beavers, the ducks the good duch,
Like that.(#O 15 )

Another Mi7kmawwoman f?om L'nu Si'puk suggested that:
Traditional knowledge is not only passed down orally' but is expenenced
and learned. Some Elders have this knowledge so that they can work with
the fiiture generations.(WO6)
This same woman stated at a later date that:
There are medicines that are passeci down fiom generation to generation.
Others corne to you in your dreams and in your visions, just knowing it's
something not knowing why and you'll go about your Me. When the t h e
cornes when we really get back, when we get our strength our spiritual
strength back as a whole, l i e a Nation. Then the rest of those medicines
that we need, theyYlIcome back to us you know what 1mean, that
knowledge will, come back and it is coming back now.(#006)
Another respondent fkom L'nu Si'puk shared her experknce of having her father go out in
back of their house when her son's eyes were infected. He retunied with a plant, which he
then applied to the boy's eyes, and within a few days the boy's infection was cured. She
went on to say that their M e r never tells or explains the medicines he knows, rather he
just shares by example. Knowledge of traditional rnedicines is not Imposed on anyone, but
it is encouraged in those who want to leam. For exarnple, this woman stated:

1take my son with me to the ceremonies and when harvesting medicines. 1
do not force this knowledge on him but expose him to it and maybe
someday he may choose this way.. .he has participated in sorne ceremonies.
But he's always around to see what's going on, alI the children are. You

see sometirnes when we are having a hard t h e , the children sort of
automatidy do their things to give the parents strength to keep going.
(mi31

In the semi-stmctured interviews, a variety of perspectives emerged about who could learn
and administer these medicines. Some respondents suggested that only a select few could

learn how to collect, mUr and administer these cures. Others believed that it was possible
for anyone who wanted to learn to do so- Furthemore, it was suggested that the healing
process was not exclusive to the Mi'ianaw population:

The healing process is not exclusive to the Native community. 1treat
everyone. My knowledge is not fkom a book it is Iearned by experience
and is holistic and includes everyone.(#O17)
Another woman expressed an altemate opinion:
....a fkk amount of peopie kmw how and where medicines are, but some
won't tell you. Others won't reveal the mixture of their pouitice in order

to protect these plants Eom being over harvested.(#û23)
The approach taken to the learning and teaching of diti ion al medicines is a process of

sharing, a process that is generaliy inclusive of everyone. Some individds are skeptid
and beIieve otherwise.

A number of respondents made an bpoaant connection between food and medicine.

Food is considered to be medicine. This connection is described by a woman fkom L'nu
Si'puk:

The first thing we have to re-estabiish is not the medicines, it is the food,
because food is medicine to us. You h o w di the medicine is given to us
by the Creator, help us to Iive and continue to live. And food is probably
the most important, food and water of all those medicines that we have and

people don? look at food as being medicine, you know what 1mean. So
that case says we can hunt and gather and fish wherever we want to now
ever since 1985, is giving us that medicine back to feed ourselves. You
know what I mean, it is so important with the diabetes and everythmg, we
lost the ability to feed ourselves, we had to feed ourselves substandard
foods not our traditional diet. It's affecteci our health, its affected
everything about Our peopIe our Me, rfght. So when you take the basic
medicine from a people now we have to catch up with that right and that's
what we are doing now, we are trying to catch up the Iast case. With the
Marshall case its given us more Ereedom more access to those medicines,
not lobster and money, but the abiLïty to feed ourseIves and grow and hed,
you know what I mean. People don? understand that.(#006)
Another woman, also fiom the L'nu Si'puk cornrnunity, described the connection by
saying that food was medicine and medicine was food. In the begùining for her it was all
one (MI10). Two male respondents not fkom the L'nu Si'puk referred to this comection
between medicine and food. The foliowing is one of them speaking about porcupine m a t :
The reason we c d them medicine, with the Mi'kmaq this was his daily
foods, because like the dandelion greens he used to pick those. As he ate
the porcupine [who] was a vegetanan, this animal ate the foods and the
medicines that we need. So as we ate that animal we also had the cures.
So even with the salmon and the trout the water was clear and good this
was heahg. But today man is raising his own salmon and trout. They are
being raised only on the food that is being thrown to them and they don't
taste very good and they don? look very good. So ah, you know we need
to go back to this in order to make ourseIves stronger.(#û04)
The importance of this food-medicine co~ectionis m e r addressed in this respondent's
perception of the accessiôiiity of medicines. He States that:
Because of the unsetîied nature of jurïsdiction, right of ownership, natural
resources(iicluding hunting, fishing, gathering-food and medicines), and
the implicatims for re-development of self-suficiency of Fust Nations,
particularly here, the Mi'kmaq Nation, avoidance of the question of land
remains the most crucial barrier to accessing medicines, food, and potentid
wealtWeconomic development/income. (#007)
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Respondents' food-medicine conneetion is important, because this comection has
implications for accessibility of traditionaï medicines. If people c m not get traditional
food, then they may dso face barriers to obtaining medicine.

V.2 VIEWSABOUT TBE EFFICACY
OF TRADITIONAL

MEDIClNES

Traditional medicines are a controversial subject within the Mi'kmaq community. Some
people use traditional medicines and believe in their use, and others do not. Only two of
the respondents stated openly that they did not use or believe in traditional medicines.
The other thhteen respondents in L'nu Si'puk all supported the use of traditionai
medicines at some level. Of the two individuals who stated that they did not use

traditional medicines, one said that while he couid see its utility for others, he believed that
it was not for him. He explained in the following manner his decision to not foilow the
traditional way:
1mean 1 have nothing against 3, it is just not rny road. That's aii.
Everybody has their own little road or way that they have to proceed
through Me and that's not my way and not because of any other reason, but
just because 1lcnow it's not my road. It's hard to tell everyone no 1 can't
do that, people don't understand why cause 1mean 1don't knock it, 1
won? knock them or anything but everyone has a certain belief in certain
thuigs. What one man's medicine may not be another man's. You have to
understand we are aii different.(#0 16)

Both hdividuals who saw themselves as non-practitioners of Mi'krnaw medicines also saw
themeIves as outsiders in the L'nu Si'puk c o m m ~ t y both
: of them had experienced
alienation fiom the community despite iiving and working there. Amongst those who
believe in the efficacy of traditional medicine, there is a common opinio-ne

needs to

believe in the healing system they use (#O 14, #û18). This male respondent clarified the
signifïcance of one's belief in the healing system they choose:
However our herbal plants for medicines that I have been taking part in
some of them, before you take them, before you use them you must believe
in them. You must beiieve in all your plants and medicines, so ifyou take a
pi11 or a medicine that you do not believe in them it ninety-nine percent it
may not help you . ..We should never feel defeated. If we ever feel
defeated.. .we are working against ourselves. You know we may go out
and gather some herbs in the woods and put them on the stove, you never
boa them you steep them, and you use this when ever you don? feel right.
A lot of chances that it wiil heal you. I guess the key word is whatever you
do you belicve in too, in the line of medicines. 1think this is what has to be
done.(#OO4)
+

Respondents in this research felt that the ability to heal others hvolved a belief in the
system one used as well as the inclusion of one's mind, body and spirit. The process of
healing was descriied by one respondent as:
A question of motivating the mind, making the mind want to get better,
one ne& to be in a good emotional state for medicines to work for you.
As a person helping people to get better this is important, since you can't
make someone get better who doesn't want to. .. It is a question of balance
and we are ail comected, to the universe as a whole and this balance in
your life is important.(#ol7)

One individual stated that healing is a long process and in order to move forward, it is

important to deal with the impacts of oppression. An ailing person needs to take
possession of his or her healing, mental state, and fears, since each of these is rooted in
past experience. He believes that this holistic way is the proper way to heal, instead of
continuhg to place blame on others for your suffering (#fû19). An important part of
healing is its focus on understanding and dealing with whole personç including their past

A number of people referred to an element of fear when they spoke about traditional

medicines- Fear seemed to be a factor both in the initial decision to practice traditional
medicines and in the success of the healing process. An understanding of fear is important
not ody for those who are trying to heal themsehes, but also when a person is m

g to

cure another (#OU). The idea that fear attracts Uness and duences weU-being was
suggested (#017, #O 18). Reference was made to the importance of the mind and emotional
state of an individu& since the presence of fear could affect individuals on the
psychological consciousness, emotional and spiritual leveIs (#004; #ûi7;#û19; #020).
Fear could impede the practice of traditional medicine. Medicine people were often
prohibited fiom aciministering and encouraging the use of traditional medicines, either
through legd restrictions or by religious condemnation. One medicine man even stopped
practicing out of fear of being arrested:
There was a medicine man who used to have a store with aIl the medicines,
you could smell them alI when you entered the store. It was such a strong
s n d . But he was accused of practicing medicine without a license, so he
stopped and kept to himsell: It is a shame since he never passed on his
knowledge. AU his knowIedge went with him when he died. (#O 12)
Fear could also afFect the course of an illness. Another man explaineci the comection
between fear and illness:

In treating someone, you have to understand and be able to treat the body,
muid and spirit. Uness is attracted by fear. You can extract the ihess
psychoiogidy by understanding at all three Ievels, mind, body and
spkit...the concept of fear is an important one, since fear attracts illness,
and accelerates the illness and the psychologid effects it can have on a
person. It only &es sense, since you have to know where you are, in
order to understand where you are going. (#017)

Such an approach is a holistic one, it sees an individual as a sum ofdifferent parts and
attempts to heal by dealiug with ail of them together- Respondents advised that the main
flaw of Western medicine is its divisive approach; it treats a person's ailments separately

fiom the person. The dMsiveness of the western approach is described as contrary to
Native ways:
Native people never divide the body fiom the sou1 because one could not
exist without the other. But when the Europeans came they did that
because there's money in it. So what happens is the priest makes money by
looking after the spiritual needs of the people and the doctor makes money
by looking after the physical needs of the people. So they took the human
body and divided it into two parts...the Native people take a holistic
perspective to Me. We recognize that we need to look at the individuaI as
holisticaily as possible and include the min& body and sod.(#019)
Such beliefs emphasize the relationship between perceptions and weil-being. It also
indicates the importance of past experiences in shaping one's well-being.

ACCESSIBILITY
AND AVAILABILITY
OF TRADITIONAL
MEDICINES
Physical barriers and personal attitudes seem to be the main factors that influence
Mi'kmaq access to traditional medicines. Pollution, development and private land
ownership were the main physical barriers identified by respondents. Perceptions regarding
the diversity and quality of medicines varied among respondents.

For most, the quality of the environment where mediciml plants grew influenced the
medicines' quaiity and suitability. The foiiowing quotes are iliustrative of four
respondents' experiences. A Mi'kmaw person fiom the L'nu Si'puk community shared

her experience wiih picking raspberries:
down on that MaÎtiand road me and my granddaughter went d o m t k e .
My goodness the place was just loaded with raspbemes nght down to the
river almost. And so I,they weren't ripe yet and so 1 saîd in a few more
days we'll go back and look them over. So in a couple more days we went
back took our little bucket and when we got down there were two trucks
in the driveway. What are you guys doing here, he said we are destroying
the foliage down here, 1 said why? Because of the power-he he said they
were going to spray it. 1said don't do that we want to pick some
raspberries. He said no, we are going there they had their equipment on
and everything and they went down and sprayed the whole tbing. Oh god I
was so mad, so 1 started crying and rny granddaughter said stopped crying
grandma its only berries we can get it sornewhere else. And 1 said but
there were so many and you know, oh it was pitifùl but they had to destroy
all of the foliage because it would grow up and hit the power-lines. That
was their explmation, but it didn't do us any good because we didn't get
any berries &er ail. The only way 1get any raspberries now is buy them in
the superstore.(#005)
Another respondent also 6om the community shared her perception of restrictions placed
on the accessibility of M'kmaw medicine on the reserve:

Like down here we have two open sewers. There are a lot ofmedicines in
there, but f don? think I'd even chance oc takuig it. Ya because the sewer
rot, it's supposed to be clear when it cornes but 1 have my doubts on how
clear it is when it cornes out of there. Now they built the hog farm down
there and that's just destroying medicines that are in that area Because
you can see how much of the area they have uprooted in that short period
of time that they were there. They wanted to. That's just one case, and
they want to block a i i that area offfor the hog f m . You lose everything
that's in that area.(#ûl4)
Another women, not from the L'nu Si'puk comrnunity, was very concemed about
pollution:
Other areas where we usually go and gather medicine, P m ] worried about
the gypsum mine out in Whywcomagh, because there's a swamp out there
that we used to go [to] and get flagroot. 1don't even know if the fish are
healthy anymore in the water anymore, so what's to say what wrong with

the roots that absorb a lot of the water. 1 don't know ifthey are there or
not but ifthe fish aren't living there is obviously something wrong.(#002)
Concems about pollution caused by development are not restricted to the L'nu Si'puk
community or even other communities in maidand Nova Scotia A d e respondent fiom
Eskasoni recounted the foiiowing:

I used to always pick around there in this swamp. There used to be a ferry
around there going across form Grand Namows to Iona. On that swamp
area it was away from the ferry, but they are maiang a bridge there, and
when they made that bridge they sort of ruined that swamp where I used to
aiways pick. They covered it over with dirt and they made a bridge around
there- There used to be also medicines where 1 used to live. But then 1
guess as the population grew in Eskasoni they had to build more houses.
So they had to cut down where 1 used to pick medicines and al1 that.(#015)
About halfof the fifteen respondents fiom L'nu Si'puk said that there were specific
methods of gathering. Others didn7tmention it in their accounts ofharvesting or general
knowledge of traditional medicines. According to members of this community, the
knowledge of traditional medicines included knowbg the proper and respectfixi way tu

harvest medicines. This is important because the direction and way a medicine is picked
can influence the way a sickness is dispelled fiom the body (#020). The foiiowing account
gives details about the proper way to hamest medicines:
Whenever medicine is picked, you must Ieave an offering, which is usuaUy
tobacco. You can't just harvest medicine without doing this. (#012)
The respectfùl way to obtain medicines may begin much earlier than the point of

harvesting. An individual not fiom the L'nu Si'puk cornmunity explained that Iong term
preparation is necessary and should begin with the seeds of the medicines. She suggested
that offerings need to be made throughout the plant's growth. A respectful way to gather

medicines included, before gathering, asking the Creator whether it is okay to harvest a
particular plant.

This Mi'kmaw woman used an analogy of two Nations meeting for the fist the: a
meeting that requires the establishment of respect in order to ensure a productive
relationship between the two Nations. Plants used for medicinal purposes usually must be
picked through a process of spirituai identification and offering. This approach to
harvesting demonstrates respect for the Creator and ensures the medicinal properties of
the plants.

The location of medicinal plants is also si@cant

for another reason, since a number of

medicines are located off-reserve and off Crown land. Thus a number of medicines are
fouod on private property. A number of respondents shared their experiences of accessing
medicines that were located on private property. The following are some of those
experiences. One L'nu Si'puk respondent had a positive experience:
I don't, 1 have no problem picking medicines, 1go to the beaches right. I
walk around on Mother Earth and I offer tobacco and 1 find my medicines.
And if there's a house around you know and 1 can't get through 1 will wait
for that person. To respect his land cause he bought it 1 guess through the
govanment, but 1 respect his wishes too and before 1 pick I will teil him
what 1 use it for and what's the need for it. A lot of people 1 burnp into
they have a lot of respect. Sure even sometimes they say you don't even
have to wait, because they say you shared your teachings with us and we
didn't even know that.(#û21)

A Mi'kmaw woman also fiom L'nu Si'puk shared her mother's experiences:

When 1was very young we used to all go out together and wllect
medicines and herbs, then when 1 was put into the Indian residential school
right fiom there 1 went to high school and then 1went to the convent and
then 1went to nursing school. So 1 was in school all of those years so it
never happened to me. But 1 remember my mother saying that she would
go to pick sweetgrass and flagroot and then the next day the farrner would
cut all the g r a s down. You'd go back the next day to get some more
sweetgrass and it would all be cut, things like that they weren't actually
kicked oft; but there were other ways of preventing them getting what they
needed-access. 1 think that happened a couple of times in New Brunswick
too because when 1went to pick sweetgrass a couple of years ago with
some people they were saying the same thing. When they seen the Indians
out there gathering, g a t h e ~ medicines
g
the h e r s would plough up the
field and cut the grass. (#O 10)
Two Mi'kmaq women not fiom the L'nu Si'puk comrnunity descnbed their experiences
and opinions of accessing mediches on pnvate property:

1 don't have any problem because I don? pick that many Zike that much
medicine. 1 mostly pick sweetgrass and 1 get a few things out in my own
yard. Umm 1 don't pick a lot of medicines, but 1know of people who have
been having hard times because of fences. And Like no trespassing and
pnvate property and aü that stuffand being chased off of people's
property. So that's sornething that other people have but not for rnyseq
because 1don't. I'm not doing that at a Wtirne basis right now. (#0 13)
Another stated:
But in the countryside some people are just so disrespectful.. ..there's been
a couple of occasions where I've gone to pick sweetgrass and I've been
questioned by the owner of the property, you know, what are you doing
here why do you want this g r a s and
So they don't understand and
to them it is just another weed. But one year they let me.. .thisold man
owns the property and sweetgrass grows dong the beach fiont of his
property there. The &st two years he let me pick there no problem no
questions asked but ever since then, it's been a couple of years maybe three
years consecutively he's been cutting down the grass before it grows. 1
just think it is so inconsiderate of him 1 mean he's not benefiting fiom it so
why would he go and cut it down before it even grows.(#002)
A number of respondents expressed similar concems of rnedicines being deliberately
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destroyed, even after they had explained their importance to the property owners and
asked permission to gather them. This type of action by non-Natives M e r Limits the
accessibility and availability of many traditional medicines for the Mi'kmaq and suggests a
lack of wiliingness to accommodate Native concems.

Urban developrnent, pollution and private property seem to be the main fàctors that were

of concern to respondents regardhg accessibility and availability of Mi'kmaw medicina.
Furthemore, many respondents indicated that they would not pick medicines if they were

near the city or in a polIuted ara; others indicated that men bug bites on a medicine
plant's leaves would prohibit its use (MIS). However in the L'nu Si'puk comunïty
fourteen of the fXeen respondents agreed that traditional medicines were avd&le fiom
the resenre area. While there are diverse practices and beliefs regarding the accessibility of
traditional medicines, for the most part, they are available to those that use and believe in

them. One Mi'kmaw person explained her perception of access:
I've also been told that the Creator makes sure that medicines are around
yoy where you live. They are dl around us and available, but you have to
know what to look for, white clover and pagosig are all out there. 1 have a
lot of medicines in my kitchen...some are powerfui enough to kill people,
my Wend took this type of medicine and it cured her throat cancer. ( M g )
Some respondents expressed concern that the growing levels of pouution would destroy
any land that was lefi and that their chitdren would have nothing lefi to survive with. Many

respondents conveyed the same message of confinement on resewe land. The foilowing

See Appendk 2 for details about this Mi'kmaw medicine and others

are two individu& perceptions fkom the L'nu Si'puk community:
There is govemment control of our lives. Whether a resource is needed or
valued is not as relevant as the control of the people it entails. There are
psychologid effects of not thinking you have the ability to control your
own actions...weU-being is related to a sense of ownership and space on the
reserve, the abïlity to be fiee and be in control is important.(#011)

This individual expresseci commoniy held sentiments about the Indian Act:

We don't own the land we stand on in Indian reservations, we don? own
the houses in which we rive, all of these principtes have been taken away
fiom us. The land was taken away through the M a n Act and other
Iegislative laws. These seem to dways supersede our principles and our
way of He. (#O 19)
Both of these perceptions expand on the overail theme of suppression and confinement
that was raised over and over again in discussions with Mi'krnaq. Many individuals
stressed the history of feeling that their people were cut offfkom their land. There is a
common sentiment of forced separation and limited access to land.

A number of factors impede access. Based on the perceptions various respondents shared

during this research, lllnitations ofaccess stem £komphysical bamiers and personal
attitudes. Factors such as past experience (centralizatioq religious beliefs and govemment
policy) and Western alternatives seem to have dso influenced respondent attitudes of
accessibility of traditional mediches. A few respondents said that the development of
Western medicine has contibuted to decrease in use of traditional medicines, because it is
faster acting and ofien better tasting. Lack of govemmental recognition of traditional
medicina1 practices has also led to a deaease in its popularity. Traditional medicina1

approaches are not covered or rewgnized by govemmentd health plans. In addition to
these outside values infîuencing attitudes towards the appropnaîeness of using Mi'lanaw
medicines, accessiiility and avdability have been affêcted historically by govemment
policy and the CathoIic Church. A Mi'kmaw women explained what happened to the
accessi'bility and availability of traditional mediches as a result of the government's

centra3ization policy:
when the government imposed centralization on the Natives, they forced us
to the reserves and fkom that point on we were not aliowed to hunt, to fish
and pretty much gather offthe reserve. Our traditional actMties were
Iimited or restricted to the reserves bomdaries and a lot of reserves are like
2 miles, you might get 5 miles- And a lot ofthe traditionai mediches were
all over the province. There are certain spots of the province where only a
certain medicine would grow....But even the community of Indian Brook
has no access to the river, like our community is way inland. So there's
medicines t h e that we wouid know and traditionaily go and gather certain
times of the year and then there's other medicines that only grow at certain
times of the year. You know what 1mean and so since centralkation a lot
a lot of the traditional gatheing and d y o u know what 1
of the My
mean are lost. Many didn't know where to gather these medicines, knew,
but knew they existeci and knew what they looked like but didn't know
where to gather thern any longer because they had been stuck on the
reserve for so long.(#006)
The foUowing is another Mi'kmaw person's view of governmental policy's eEect on other
types of medicines:

but you know we only started to get back what we lost, because our
waltes1° was taken fiom us, our dnim was taken fiom us, our pow wow
was taken fiom us and these are our strengths. This is our strength to
know that was the first music, we were the tïrst people that wallced this
land, we were the first keepers of this land, and to ignore that man has
almost burned us aU out, his technology....Inevery way we have lost our
way of We. We have almost lost our drums, our waitus, but some how or
'O

This is a traditional Mi'kmaq game, which is usudy made out of wood.

another we have kept them in hidiag, so it is coming back now.(#004)
Past experiences such as these typify much of what is felt by respondeats. One woman
stated that in the 180Oys,it was common to hear stories ofMi'lmiaq getting shot or
hanged if they were caught of the reserve fishing, hunting or gathering. She stated that
although she had not witnessed this herseE she knew that her faîher had been kicked off
of Crown Land for picking basket wood ash. The repercussions of such stories and beliefs

still fiame and influence the attitudes of the accessibility of Mi'kmaw mediches.

A number of Mi'kmaq are Catholic, despite the historical tenets of this religion v i e h g

the practice of Mi'kmaw medicine as taboo. Kistorically, some Mi'kmaq believed that
traditional medicine was backwards and anti-progressive; for some those thoughts and
perceptions stiU exkt A Mi'kmaw woman explains the changing views on traditionai
medicines:
You have people saying traditional medicine, a few years back not so much
today, but a few years back you used to hear that traditionai medicine had
to do with the d e d . They put that Christian thing on to it, like sweetgrass.
Today we are kind of in the process of evoIving back. It seerns to me
traditional, welI 1 don? wmt to use traditional philosophy in regards to
nature, but 1can't thùik of anything else. We are changing our attitude
because there was a time in our history when traditional medicine was
outlawed. (Hl10)
Because Mi'kmaw were told that this part oftheir culture was against the Christian way,

fear of going against the Catholic church fixther undermined Mi'lmiaw traditional
practices. This aspect of the Catholic religion helped to compound negative attitudes
towards traditional medicine, providing a further limitation to its accessibility and use.

The residential school fbrthered these negative aîtitudes of traditional medicines:
For a long time they put the residential school ethic when you talked to
people here psychoIogically the t h g s that they had done, how they were
treated had to be treated had to be done by the doetor. You know that ah
White man's and his wisdom was so far superior to what Native peoples
thinking were that a lot ofthe community had a low seLf-esteem of
themselves.. .it was an accepted way of He after a generation or two to
send your children off to the residential school. And a lot of the traditiond
aspects of medicines how it was used, whole fûnction of traditional
medicine disappeared. It's because they thought that doctors were far
more supenor.(#O 16)
Attitudes about a v a i l a b i and ability to practice traditional medicine stem £kom
traditional beliefs of how, when and where one shodd pick medicines. Such beliefs are
influenced not only by environmental degradation, but also by government policy and the
teachings of the Catholic Church: both the initial access and subsequent use of Mi'kmaw
medicine has been affected.

OBTAINING
TRADITIONALMÉDICINES
There are a variety of ways respondents obtained medicine. Most respondents gathered
medicines for personal use. Individuals sometimes traveled great distances to get a
particuiar medicine ifit was not available in L'nu Si'puk. Others because of a variety of
different disabilities had people gather for them. Appropriate locations and tirnes to obtain
Mi'kmaw medicines varied amongst respondents; beliefs ranged fiom g a t h e ~ mediches
g

at anytime, to a belief in only gathering when the mediches are in need or in season. One
Mi'krnaw woman discusses her beliefs about gathering medicines:

We get ours fiorn everywhere. There is no.. .normaliy just where we live
it's wherever we see it. Like sometimes you are going dong and you may
not even plan to and you are just going dong and you see it so you just
harvest it then And o r if you have a specid request, like not from me. 1
don't do it but I know others that do, where they'll have a cextain request
for medicine for a certain disease or iliness and they'll go out specifically to
get what they need and then come back They know where iit is.(#@13)
This particular Mi'kmaw man suggests a possible reason for not gathering medicines only

in the reserve area:

Yeah, it's not generaUy codïned to the reserve, whereas if it was, the
medicine would be over picked. They'd be they might not be as good next
year and then less the year after that and then less and then the next thing
they be extuict all of a sudden on the reserve. That's why the general
access part you can get in anywhere. If you know the location of it and if
it's on private property or something it don't hurt to ask the guy that owns
the place. Tell him what you are gohg to do, that's what I do-(#020)
Furthemore, the following words of a Mi'kmaw person not fiom L'nu Si'puk reiterates
the sigdicance of the place medicines are gathered. He States:
Keji is a great area. You h o w you go get your medicine up at Keji and
you feel very strong and you feel very peaceful. And you knov it is also a
medicine by being on the land of Keji this is a healing too because it is very
spiritual, and thea you wkct your medicines there.(#004)
Respondents have indicated that medicines are both everythmg and everywhere. While
some believe rnedicines are provided by the Creator in the ùnmediate a r e .that one lives in,
there are some medicines that c m only be found in certain areas. Generally respondents
felt that medicines can be obtained fiom areas other t b n one's immediate living space.
Most obtain medicines from across Canada.
My mother gets her bear root f?om out West because it is not available
around here. She needs it for her lungs, she d s upon fiiends and through

the grapevine and it's like still trading, it still goes on within tribes. Some
Mi'kmaw knows somebody fiom South Dakota, they go trade some
fIagroot for some bear root.(#002)
Sometimes different species of a plant may be used ifa particular land is unavailable. A
Mi'kmaw women discussed the use of sea sage, instead of sage which does not grow in

Nova Scotia. She said that they do get some sage when people fkom Upper Canada give it
to her, but othemise she uses sage found on the seashores. Another Mi'kmaw woman
shared how she gets flagroot and sweetgrass:
You are not supposed to seil flagroot, it supposed to be given away. You
can buy it, you lcnow people wiii seil it. But you are not supposed to buy
it. The same as sweetgrass it is not supposed to be sold- 1 didn't buy mine.
My fiend down in the States gaîhered it for me, gave it to me. 1 didn't pay
for it. No, 1wouldn't accept it i f 1 had to pay for it. 1 wouldn't buy it.
There's two things you don't buy is sweetgrass and flagroot. Sweetgrass is
sacred.(W05)
The majority of respondents beiieve that medicines couid not be a cornmodity. One
individual described this belief as:
Traditional medicines can't be bought or sol& they can't be used to make
money fiom, instead they are meant to be shared, and their uses taught to
the next generation to ensure the continuation of this knowledge.(JK)21)
Besides gathering piants on an individual basis, another way to obtain traditional
medicines that was rnentioned by respondents was to go to medicine-people. This person

may be either male or femaie who possessed special tdents and powers to heal. Their role
and fûnction in the community could be a combination of gathering plants, making
poultices, making medicine bundles, and conducting healing ceremonies. Individuais who

are in need of advice, counseling and cures could go to these people. One Mi'kmaw

woman explains:

stufE

But there's other medicines and other heaiers, and this is important
traditional way. Our traditional spirïtuality not only gave you medicines to
heal your physical being. There's heders that can heal your heart, your
sod, your mind. Whatever, you know what 1 mean they can do that too,
you know, they don't ody think of healing the physical they think of
heahg the spiritual that's more important. There's different heders and
stuffthat do just that, psychological probIems and W g s like h t they do
just that. You know the unseen that is as much a part of medicine as the
That's really important to remember- It is a
physical aliments and
balance it's more than just, you know it, the mind the body, the mind the
body and the soul whatever titey say that's part of it.(#OO6)
A few individuals talked about the presence of both a medicine-man and a medicine-

woman in L'nu Si'puk, but it is unclear ifthey were there at the same tune or if one
preceded the other. The woman was said to live at the top of the hill and would
administer cures when needed, and the man owned a medicine store where medicina1
plants and cures couid be obtained. Some members of the community believe that not all
plant sources can be used for medicines. A communication between the harvester and the
spirit of the plant idomis harvesters of which pIants should be picked. Individuals holding
this belief see commercial growing of medicines as not viable.

The reputation of those identified as healers is important. It is a matter of two things;
whether healing services to the community are for fke or for personai profit and whether
the individual is self-identifled or community-identifïed. Most individuals felt that if a
person was motivated by monetary compensation to provide these Services, it undermined
and dimùiished community respect for these individuals as healers. Less than a quarter of
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those who participated in this research did not 6nd this practice problematic, as long as
those using their abilities were only doing so to support their family and not jua for
personal gain.

V.3 ~ P O N D E N T VlEWS
S
O F THE MI'KMAQ CONNECI~ON
TO LAM>
Nature and the environment were seen by a number of respondents with the ability to
teach and supply everything humans need to survive (#010;#019). Respondents saw the
maintenance of this reiationship as important, since most felt that humans have lost their
connection and reiiance on the environment. It is this severed relationship that has cost us
a true understanding and appreciation for the environment:
Nature c m provide everything that you need. Your food and your health.
The nature, your earth c m provide eveqthhg because that's how all
human being's started o E The whole human race aü lived in nature and
nature provided everylhing, food shelter and clothing. It is clear now that,
that ptiilosophy we don't laiuw how to apply because we are too used to
technology. (#O 10)
The mutual impact that the environment and humans can have on each other was a
common issue discussed by respondents. A few individuais ailuded to the power of
nature, and how as humans we only occupy a small temporal existence. Floods, droughts,
storms and earthquakes are aii things that trdy demonstrate the meager existence of

hwnankind (#021). Respondents descnbed the mortality of humans and the longevity of
the earth in basic tems, Mother Earth will go on living long after humankind becomes
extinct (#013). The concept of sustainability is for the benefit of our own existence and
nothing more (#013). Through these wmments the respondent addressed the common
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tendency of h l ~ m a nto~ see their Survival as paramount and proceeding aü parts of this
earth.

The history and traditions of the Mi'kmaq aliude to the important role women played in
the politicai structure of the M'kmaq commUILifY. Many respondents suggested that clan
t y the
, passage of tirne and European
mothers were the head ofthe Mi'kmaq c o ~ l l ~ l l ~but

contact created this system to be one with European values and n o m . All respondents
referred to the earth as female. Commonly phrased a s 'Mother Earth", the earth and
nature are attribut& with female qualities. Nwnerous individuals explaineci this afliiiation
M e r by drawing similarities between the cycles of a woman, the cycles ofthe earth, and
the stages of the moon.

CONCEPTS
OF SHARING
AND RESPECT IN THE ~ ' K M A WCULTURE
The importance of the concept of sharing emerged fkom discussions with respondents.

This tendency to share was jokingly referred to as the reason Mi'kmaq people are in their
cun-ent economic, politicai and psychological situation. The logic is that ifthey were not a
people guided by the concept of sharing they wouId not have welcomed their oppressors

on their land or into their homes.

Overail, 1tend to paint a positive picture ofthe Mi'krnaw comrnunity, which is
representative ofmy experience. The concept of sharing implies affection and a way of Me
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for Mi'kmaw. In my experience, the only limit to sharing was for the purpose of
protection In my position as prirnary researck, I was met with warmth and genuine
concern. Only one individual chose not to speak at lensth; however, it was not from a
lack of willùigness to share information but for the protection of the plants. This person
spent a simiificant amount of time discussing with me why he was choosing not to discuss
traditionai medicines with me. This person explained that he was Iimiting the sharing of

this idionnation to ensure protection of Mï'kmaw medicines.

Respondents did not view the steward role as being exclusive to just one Nation Many
individuals saw the curent state of the environment as a shared responsibiiity of ali
humankind. One inciividual phrased it as:
We have to hed our Mother Earth. We need to have the communities
working together rather than separatefy, Zike the roots of a forest which are
al1 joined, we are dI intercomected and need each other. 0 0 4 )
The concept of shared responsi'bility is interesting, &en that non-Natives have primanly
e d a t e d environmental degradation. First Nations have not been at the root of the
rnajorïty of environmental degradation but they are willing to hdp in the earth's protection
and restoration. Industry and most of the Western world see thernselves as detached fiom
the environment, a view that is radicaliy different h m First Nation philosophy.

Like sharing, the concept of respect permeates Mi'krnaw culture. It is especialiy tnie in
perceptions of the environment, since everything in the enWonment is a gift fiom the
Creator. Everything wÏthin traditionai Mi'kmaw cuiture has to be treated with respect
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(#û04). Because the focus of this research is on traditional medicines, the examples given

were usudy related to things existïng in nature. Rocks and medicinal plants were usuaüy
revered by most and required a certain process in order to demonstrate respect. One
respondent said that it was important to show respect for the land, especially the rocks
since they are the grandfathers. She explained that they were not only used in the sacred
£ire at cerernonies but in the sweat lodges as well. Because they are the oldest things on
this earth, she said if you look carefùlly you could see the figures in them (#003).

ISSUESOF SELF-DEFINITI[ON
AND MUTUAL
MACT
Ofken a rornanticized concept by those of us fiom the outside, the wmection between the

Mi'kmaw people and the Iand exists. Current legal issues and conflicts depicted in the
media regarding the AboriginaI right to fish and log represent ordy one aspect of the

Aboriginal comection to land. These ties to the land are deeper than for the purpose of
subsistence or economic gains. This interwnnection seems to foster a definition of
oneself, and the potential impacts of humans on the environment and vice versa. This
comection to the land was describeci as being a concept that helped people to understand
where they came fiom ( m g ; #007). It dso helped individuals to situate themselves in
relation to a i l other living t h g s fkom the Creator. This type of world-view nurhires a
respect for aIl living &gs.

Many respondents stressed this intercomection during

discussions, and some went on to describe the impacts of havhg such a comection. The
following is one respondent's perception of this interco~ection:

The environment is part of us, there is an interrelationship between the
two. I can't separate my seKfkom it. We have to heal our mother earth
together rather than separately. They know not what they are doing. I
have to tell them that what they are doing is wrong. They are not looking
at what is important. They are not re-g
what they are doing...We hzve
to treat the environment with respect. When we hunted we took only what
we needed and retumed the rest to the Creator. Like the roots of trees
underground, they and we are interconnected. (#004)
This interconnection to the environment was described by many and discussed in relation
to the identity of the Mi'krnaq at the comtlliity and individual level. Respondents said

that different communities ofien associated themselves with s p d c animais. hdividuals
obtaiaed their names f?om animal names.

The definition of se& with relation to the environment also took on another aspect.
Respondents discussed the concept of the Canadian reserve system and how it has
impacted thek perception of whom and what they are. Issues of the concept of rights,

many of which are currently under review by the Canadian courts, constituted the majority
of discussions. There were varying views about reserve lands; it is seen as both a physical
affliction and an a££jrmationof Aboriginal rights. One respondent saw their connection to
the reserve as the following:

When 1was living in the city, 1 was gone away for twenty years, but always
in the back of my mind 1 knew that home was on the reserve. That it was
my home even though 1lefi. Even if1 thought that 1 was never going back
there, because there were no jobs down there and the people are
depressed.. .always in the back of my mind. The reserve was my home
that's iny home to me. Psychoiogically and emotionally we had a tie to the
reserve and in that way physically as we& when we talk about the
environment. (#O 1O)
Based on discussions with respondents, L'nu Si'puk seems to be a Iess cohesive

community than those in other reserves, the links between commdty members haven't

been established to the extent that they have in other wmmunities. It was suggested that
in other Mi'kmaw communities people interacted with their neighbors and attended

community gatherïngs to a greater degree; therefore other communities possessed a
greater sense of community than L'nu Si'puk (#O 10,#O 14, #O 16).The sheer size of the
reserve could have contributed to the impression of L'nu Si'puk being a disjointed
community. Some respondents offered another explanation. They suggested that the
feeling of a lack of a cohesive commwuIy occmed because most people currently living in

L'nu Si' puk have f d y roots in other reserves, roots that were established prior to the
centraiization process (#O 14; NOS; #û11). A fernale L'nu Si'puk community member
explained:
You see when they started this reserve they brought us fiom al1 over the
place. Centralized the Indians and brought them £?om all over and the ones
that lived here kind ofresented other people corne in and there still is
resentment fiom other peopIes corning in. They corne fiom all over the
place, most of them moved back to their own place.(#005)
L'nu Si'puk, Shubenacadie was fiequently associated with the residential schooi, which
stood just outside the current reserve boundaries.

In some cases, individuals felt that Me on the reserve defmed them. If one le8 the physicd
lùnits, defined by the Canadian govemment, one lost who and what they were. One
respondent stated that your rights are lost once you leave the reserve, the chiefs have ail
the power.. .and on the reserve many people just constantly put each other down (M25).

There are a lot of scars with those who have gone to the Citycity
Some even refer to these
people as the 'lost mie' (#O2 1). In discussions, many of the perceptions shared
exemplifïed the toll a perceived lack of access to land has on a comunity. Many
respondeats felt that being Indian had negative connotations, the most common one being
a lack of control over their livelihood. There are strong negative as weli as positive
affiliations atîached to the reserve system.

Some indhiduals see the attainment of the right to land including the right to expand
reserve land to historival boudaries, while others see it as the recognition of current
physical lùnits of the reserve. Both of these perceptions rely on legal recognition corn a

an exîernal non-Native system that has historically been instnunental in setting Limitations
for Natives:
Abori&al people of North America or the Abonginai landowners did not
own the land they walk on. They do not even own the house in which they
Live. That was caused by the legislation of the Tndian Act. The creation of
the Indian Act did not have no Native people involved. Indians were
always excluded fkom alI legislation that was passed in Canada, whether it
be municipal, provincial or federal legislation. We were excluded and they
called it democracy. When we look at that historical perspective we can
not go forward unless we fidiy understand what has taken place in the past,
so that we can relate to today, in the hopes that we can make a better
fùture for our children. (#O 19)
There is dissension on this issue at another level; individuals felt they had been ill-treated
by the Canadian government in its lack of recognition of historicd Aboriginal stewardship

of land, while others support the notion that no one can own the earth. One can reconcile
these seemingly opposing views by seeing Aboriginal rights and land daims as being what

most Literature suggests: a stewardship of the earth rather than a claim of exclusive
ownership. In fact many saw their role as part of a joint responsiiility (#021).

Early accounts of Mi'kmaw social structure, like those ofrnany other Indigenous people,
were reported according to the European nom. Women were ofien not hcluded in these
accounts. Subsequently, the stereotype of what a female's rofe was in European society
was erroneously attributed to women of iodigenous cultures. In contrast, most
respondents saw gender rofes in the past as different fiom each other but equdy
important. One individual advised:
See 1don't understand this. 1 have to start thlliking like an academic when
you start taking like this. No, no, it is not appropriate to look at women
. when the missionaries came, they
separate in a Native c o ~ t y Like
said women or children weren't people so they didn't write about them.
You are gonna fbd that they are e q d . Okay I'm telhg you my
experience.. .so this separation of the genders seems to be a Euopean
thing. Whoever knows the medicines shares it. That's a part of being in
the Mi'kmaq community. It is not gender specific. It is one of the good
things about Our community. (#O 10)
Neither sex was valued more than the other. Each had a specifk and certain role to play
in their communïty. A few respondents rnentioned that the Mi'kmaq were histoncdiy a

matriarcha1 society, a social system that would have required Mi'kmaq women to make
important decisions for their wmnunity. Some how things changed, since Aborigùiai
women are no? currently in this same position. What became evident througb discussions

with respondents was that the validation of males over females did not exkt prior to

contact. Sorne respondents were ofthe opinion t
hat despite the post-contact oppression
of Mi'kmaq women by their own communities, proogress is being made. Women are

participating in traditional ceremonies and reclaimimg their strength. One respondent

offkred this opinion:
They have both the power to give Life and taake away me.. .they have been
excluded before but they are corning back. They are dnunming using
sweat lodges and are participating in ceremamies. (#0 12)
Another Mi'kmaw women shares her perceptions oen the current purpose of women

participating in Mi'kmaq ceremonies:
For years the women didn't participate in ceremonies but now the way our
medicine man says, women, then men need tthe women because we are
stronger and we need to give some our stremgth to them because they have
Iost some of it .(#O 13 )

On many occasions, respondents discussed the s p e ~ i aqualities
l
that women possess.

Some indicated that, although women are not alwaws transmitting this knowledge, they are
usually the keepers of traditional knowledge. A woman was tradïtionally the center of the
home and the main agent of the culture (W 11). Wormen are the people who p a s on the

knowtedge, if they are not practitioners themselves. Their fathers, husbands and children

may administer the medicine and the women may leam through experience (#001).
Alrnost ail respondents referred to the power of a woman in her ability to give Ne. The
female has the abiüty to attain a unique understandimg of both male and female because
she is the first voice, thoughts and heartbeat the ch&d experiences. One respondent
discussed this role of women in the following mariner:
The Mother is the First Teacher. The construction of the Universe is built

upon this thesis, as the construction of our Longhouse [the Muther 's
House], our Fasting and SweatLadge Weplicating the Earth's Womb]. The
flow of Power, Understanding, Values, LXe, is similarly based on the
movement and principal of the Femaie-ciWeconstruct me maternai
opposite of the paternal M a l e - F d e pattern: husband-wife, mer-mother,
sister-brother.. .1. Since the Life P h orders that AU Life flows fiom
Woman to Man, she becomes the principal Teacher-Nurturer ofthe
Children. In this regard, as confirmed by Creation, she raises knowledge
and understanding of who we are and what we are. As she does for her
Daughters, she does for her Sons-providing the context, teachhg, and
process of raising Women and Men. She is the Law-Giver, Spirihial
Repository, Progenitor of the Nations.(#022)
Life was considered by all respondents to be sacreci. Children and f a d y within the

Mi'kmaq community are seen as extremely important.

A number of respondents discussed nafurallaws and how actions and practices are ruled

by these laws. When asked to explain fùrther what they felt naturd Iaws were the
following explanations were given by two members of the L'nu Si'puk community. A

Mi'kmaw woman stated that natural laws were:
Cycles. Naturai cycles, cycles of life and death, seasons, plant grows and
dies different times of the year, difFerent times of the day to gather plants
and mostly nature's law has to do with the cycle of lXe and death.(#010)
Another Mi'kmaw man shared his thoughts on natural laws:
The naîural course of events or prccesses we must leam to follow. Like
for example the counter-balance of male and femaie energies have to be
there to create We. Even science can't break away fiom the natural laws.
There are forty-four in totd.(#O 17)

Natural laws include the reproductive needs of the human race, the natural process of
human life and entities that exkt ccnaîurally"in the environment. Many respondents saw

gender roles as being determinecl by natural laws, and said that a person needed to
understand their natural role in life in order to achieve and Lnaintain a sense of well-being.

Although respondent discussion included both male and female medicine people,
respondents did not initiate discussions about gender. When gender was discussed in
relation to traditional medichai practices, a variety of opinions emerged about a Mi'kmaw
woman's role. Some Mi'kmaw believed that a woman could pradce and participate at aii
times like her male counterpart; others however indicated restrictions. One male
respondent outiined the limitations on a woman's participation:
A woman's cycle rejuvenates the whole system. During this tirne she
usually does n G t participate in some ceremonies because of the strength she
possesses. She could cause the sacred pipe to blow up. If in the Sweat
Lodge she codd cause severe burns tu those inside, because it is at this
time when she can increase the intensity. It is for s a f i rasons. (ml 7)

These restrictions were not negative, but involved respect for a woman and the power she
holds. Some respondents suggested any restrictions on a woman's participation in
traditional medicine were for the protection ofthe other participants in the ceremonies.
Another Mi'kmaw male shared what he was taught about women participahg in
traditional medicine:
Well the role between men and women is pretty weii the same actuaiiy.
But they both work in ditFerent medicine. Yeah. The d e like for
smudging or sornethulg like that they would use something like sweetgrass,
and but the female they would use sage. They are supposed to De a] few
of them know that, they just assume that, assume that the sweetgrass,
wouid be yes it is cleansing and it does do that, but with the femaie sage
works better. To my understanding the way I was taught. And with the
male it is sweetgfass. Sweetgrass in general is an ail around cleanser.

Yeah for smudging and stuff.. ..&er she has done her menstntal cycle, or
they codd be even before that actuaUy. They cmld be helping another
medicine women training. Before theiir time is up and aU that before their
menstruation is up done they could be training all dong. When their time
cornes they are ready. That would be determineci on the person that is
training them and showhg them all their Werent medicines and di
that.(#020)
Cher halfof respondents drew connections between Mother Earth and a woman-the most
common being reference to a woman's menstniat cycle1' and the phases on the moon. It
was evident nom discussions that there were three main perspectives on a woman's role in
relation to traditional medicines. One was that women could participate after menopause
or when they are not menstruating. Another was that the two sexes played different but
qua1roles throughout their lifetime. The third was that women could participate equal to

that of her male counterpart throughout her We.

An examination of field research results revealed the following about respondent opinions

of women and men's roles and traditional medicine. Out of fZteen respondents in L'nu
Si'puk seven individuals made specinc reference to the roles each sex played in the
practice of Mï7ii'kmawmedicine. Just over half of all respondents in this study made
specific coniments on the roles of males and femaies in the traditionai medicine practice.
Four respondents of the nfteen mentioned that women could practice after menopause.
Two of these were males above the age of forty, the other two were fernales one above
age forty and one below. One respondent offred this explanation:

"

This was often referred to as a woman's moon-the, or that she is on her moon by

Sweats are not necessary for women, because of the power of the woman
to cleanse herseIf, they need to be on their own during this t h e . There is
great cyclical power in her. It is also because of the Iunar power and her
ability to absorb pain and other feelings. The power of a woman can be
realized by trdy understandhg her role according to the naturd laws.
(#006)
Another respondent States the limitation on a woman's participation in traditional medicine

as:
There is a difference in men and wornen's roles. Men can be medicine men
all of their Lves whereas a woman can only do it a£termenopause. It is for
both sexes though a Iife process of les-g. (#020)
ûfthe five individuals who proposed that bath women and men could practice traditional
medicine equally but differently, all were below forty years of age. Two were male and
three were female. An example of such an opinion is typified in this man's response:
There is no Merence in their access to traditional medicine. This division
is a western concept. What a man does may be different fiom a woman but
both are equally valued and needed to support a family- (#û13)
Additionally, a similar response was given by a Mi'kmaw woman not fkom L'nu Si'puk.
She discussed the different historical gender roles that are still adhered to at gatherings:
So whenever you are at a ceremony it is umally the men that take care of
the sacred fire or you're not supposed to anyway, but some people are still
learning though. Men will protect that fie makes sure that no one spits in
it, disrespects it, speaks di- around iî, no drinking around the fie. Just
act respectfuI around the f i e because it c m hurt you. T e h g kids be
careful don't play around the f i e cause it can hurt you. Even in the sweat
lodge he is the one that builds up the fie, brings in the grandfkthers, the
rocks into the sweat. It is the man's role again su it gives him the strength.
So women being the caretakers ofwater, jusî the notion tbat women as
well give Me, with their babies king surrounded by water in their wombs.
The idea of healing the body d e n you cry the tears. When it rains it

cleans aiI of mother earth, washes the poUutants away so it can't affect us.
The cycles of the moon affect our periods and the moon dso cleanses the
water at night as it penetrates through and protects that. So women are
responsible for bringing water to any gathering or any person. They are
bring that water and acknowledge that water and the energy of the
water.(#û02)

Ofthe six individuah that held the belief that both sexes can practice equaliy throughout
th& 1ives7four were male two of whom were below forty and two who were above forty.

The two womeo who also held this belief were both abuve forty years-of-age. One of
these women stated:
1 remember my father brought in black spruce to cure my fever and my
cold. But it was my mother who fïrst gave me these rnedicines. This
information has been passed d o m fiom my parents. (#O 12)

Similar statements were made by other respondents indicating that they did not attribute a
specific clifference between a d e or femaie's role in the practice of traditionai medicine.
Although the above quote may point to potential Merences between gaîhering and
administe~g
respondents did not indicate such a ciifference between women and men's
roles. Three individuals fiom one famiiy all heId this view, even though they were
interviewai separately and at different times.

Respondents did not indicate a ciifference in physical access to traditional medicine based
on one's sex. For some respondents sex was not a factor in detennining who codd

harvest, administer, or heal with these rnedicines, while others held a wide range of beliefç
conceming a woman's role. The three scenarios indicâted in this section, although not
n e c e s d y exclusive of one another, summarize the range of different perceptions,
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indicated by respondents, about d e and femaie practitioners oftraditional medicine.

VI. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter discusses fieidwork fïndings in the context of the study goals and then
specifically with regards to the research questions. The findings help to ïncrease an

understanding of the Mi'kmaq comection to their traditional land by sharing individuals
perceptions of not only the land but also their access to it. Furthemore, it is evident f b m
respondent perceptions that there are a number of factors including environmental
degradation and centralization that have itnpacted their access to traditional medicine.

Both fernale and male perceptions were included in this fieidwork in order to achieve a
culturally appropnate approach and to explore both sexes' perceptions of gender d e s
related to traditional medicine.

M.1U N D E R S T ~ I THE
N G MFKMAQLANDCONNECTION
In the commdty of L'nu Si'puk, traditional medicines are seen as available and for most

are also accessible. ifthe medicines are not found Inthe immediate area, they can be
obtained fkom those who have access to them. Access to traditional medicine is a srnall
but signïfïcant part of the broader issue of access to the environment (traditional lands).
This access is important because traditional territories reflect M'kmaq interactions in the
present as weU as the memorîes and experiences of their ancestors (Henderson 1995).
Cajété (1994) describes this concept for American Native Indians as the spirit of place.'2

l2

Cajété describes the importance of the affùiation to land that the many indigenous

people possess. He terms this connection as being the spirit ofplace. He explains this
term as representing a deeply felt ecological relationship borne of intimate familiarie witn
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Consequeniiy, because of the importance of land in the Native worldview, even a
perceived dienation fiom the land or enviromnent can have severe repercussions on the
psychological consciousness, physical, and spiritual well-being of the Mi'kmaq. Land is
seen by respondents as being extenially controlled, which can affect perceptions of the
accessibly of traditiond medicines. Individual attitudes towards traditionai medicine and
physical barriers emerged, fkom discussions, as the main restrictions to accessing
traditionai medicines. Most respondents saw their access being restricted by governmental
boundaries, rather than appealing to the fact that the Milanaq have not signed a treaty
rehquishing their continued access and use of Milana'ki.

V1.2 ~WLICATIONS
FOR AVAILABILITY
AND ACCESSIBILITY
OF
TRADITIONAL MEDICINE

Although most individuals stated that they had access to traditional medicines, a few
suggested that there were bio-physical restrictions caused by degradation to the
environment. Bio-physical limitations experienced by the Mi'kmaq are consistent with
internationai issues of restricted access faced by Indigenous people. Anyinam (1995) cites
deforestation and degradation of the naturai environment as having tremendous
r d c a t i o n s on the integrïty, diversity and productivity of natural systems: "A
transformation of local ecosystems wrought through hurnan econonric activities have

a homeland, it is an extension of the "great holy" in the perceptions, heart, mind and sou1
of.. .people who lived in it (Cajéte 1994, 168).
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exercised constraints on the avdability and accessibility of specific types of plants...for
medicinal purposes"(Anyiuam 1995,323).

L'nu Si'puk has developed extensively and currently supports numerous semices and

institutions to meet community needs (Googoo and Googoo 1998). A steady population
growth around L'nu Si'puk has altered the natural habitat. For example, as one

respondent indicated, a change in the environment around roads decreased the availability
of raspberries. She reasoned that the introduction of chernicals and poUution fiom the
busy roads killed di of these plants. Development in the L'nu Si'puk area and in other
areas near other reserves have affecteci both the suitability and avdability of Mï'kmaw
medicine. Similady, the disappearance of medicines in the environment has had other
effects intemationaliy, one of which is the extinction of traditional medicine practitioners
(Anyinam 1995; Borins 1995), a risk that the Mi'kmaw coxnmunity will have to address.

Some individuals expressed concem regarding the quality of medicines available. They
also expressed an apprehension to picking medicines around uban areas. This aversion is
iIiustrative of the potential impact of encroaching development on the availability of
traditional medicines. Respondents ais0 indicated that changes and growth in the
population in the area had changed the types of medicines available. While some
Mi'kmaw get a few of their medicines fiom areas uutside of their reserve or imrnediate
living axa, continued uainformed development and growth will continue to impact
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availability. A decrease or extinction of certain medicine in an area is signifiant since
certain medicines ody grow in particular habitats. Once that habitat is destroyed, the
medicine may no longer be available (Chandler 1979; #OIS; #021).

Traditionai medicines were often located on private property, a situation that provided an
immediate physical barrier to accessing medicines. To overcorne this restriction many
respondents simply asked permission to access the medicines. Permission was sometimes
granted but most respondents indicated that they had experienced negative subsequent
visits. Destxuction of traditional medicine by non-Nativesamplifies the impact ofpostcolonial issues.

Individual attitudes toward traditional medicine have redted in barriers to its practice. On
one level there is a disbelief in the efficacy of traditional medicines to cure ailments. This
beliefis rooted in the infIuence of the Catholic Church and the increase in Western
alternatives. On another level, the belief in a lack of accessibility to traditional medicines
and the environment because of misunderstandings regarding the intent of treaties has
cornpounded the problem. Previous expenence indicates that Milanaq are continuously
confkonting by a settIer governent that rehses to recognize its own laws and courts;
Aboriginal and treaty rights have been overlooked (Demy, Marshall and Marshall 1989,
95). Discrepancies between the Canadian governrnent and M b a w interpretations of the

intent of treaties has contnbuted to attitudes of inability to access land penny, Marshall
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and MarshaIl 1989, 102). Beiiefs and attitudes such as these present a larger problem. It

becomes an issue of altering people's attitudes and perceptions.

Barriers to the continued practice of traditional medicine are important and need to be
addressed, especially since the knowledge of these medicines is perceived by many
Mi'kmaq as diminishing. EIders who possess this knowledge are dying without passing on

this knowledge. The opportunity to have someone interested in leaming about the

medicines may not dways be there. As Mestyles change and younger generations place

less value on traditional ways of heahg, this problem of diminishing traditional medieinal
practice will be compounded (Bo&

1995). The fewer the number of iadividuds

interested in learning the practice of traditional medicine, the fewer number of fllture
practitioners.

As indicated by respondents, the afiiliation and sigdicance of the land are based on the
Mi'kmaq process of spatial orientation rather than the Western concept of object
orientation (Henderson 2995). Places become significant based on what has happened
there. Ramifications of the Indian Act and the residential school contributeci to current

Mi'kmaq perceptions. Perceptions of a lack of control and disempowerment are the main
weil-being issues that emerged fiom discussions with respondents. In the Royal
Commission on Aboriginal People report (1997), the clifference beîween the interpretation

of what treaties represent for Native people and what they meant to the Canadian
goverment is stated as:

The purpose of treaties, in Aboriginal eyes, was to work out ways of
sharing lands and resources with settIers, without any loss of their own
independence. But representatives ofthe Crown had corne to see the
treaties merely as a tool for clearing Abonginal people off desirable Iand.
@CAP 1996,17)

The perceived inaccessiiility of traditional lands aad medicines because of restrictions
imposed by the federal govemment is a source of vulnerability for the Mi'kmaq. The
types of risk defined by Baksh and Johnson (I990), that inchde environmental risk,
subsistence risk, cultural Ioss and social conflict, are all risks that contribute to the
wlnerabiility of Native communities @cethe Mi'Eonaq) and their traditional pursuits.

Cajeté (1994) uses the term efhnostressto describe this experience of vulnerabiiity that is
comrnonly experienced by Indigenous people- He defines enthostress as:
The struggle to Maintain who we are, and what we believe in, has resulted
in expressions of hopelessness and accompanying forms of
disempowement. Collectively...Indians continue to suffer &om
that began during the time of &st contact. Ethostress is
CCethnostress"
primdy a result of a psychological response pattern that stems fiom the
disruption of a cultural M e and belief system that one cares about deeply.
Such a disruption may be abrupt or occur over time and generations.. ..its
long-term effects are many and varïed, usualiy Secting self-image and an
understanding of one's place in the world. (Cajété 1994, 189)
Aithough Cajété discusses these issues in the context of American Indians, the concept of
ethostress is relevant to the Mi'lnnaq. Past experience has fostered vulnerability. Such
perceptions are not exclusive to access of traditiod medicines and the environment.
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They are related to all aspects of the Aboriginal way of Me, since the many facets of their
wodd-view is intricately comected. In order to maintain balance and harmony in one's

Ne, which is considered to be an indicator of well-being (Brooks 1986;Leavitt 19951,
understanding and dealing with problems of ethnostress (post-colonial issues) is important.

The Royal CoII1IIIission on Aboriginal People's Report Highlights (1996) outlines key
priaciples to accomplish a mutually beueficial relatiomhip between Aboriginal and nonAboriginal Canadians-four principles are set forth to help deal with past perceptions. The
foiiowuig is a ~

~ ~ ~ l of
~ lthe
l a pruiciples
r y
outlined

in the report:

Recognition: This principle requires acknowledgment by both non-Aboriginal
Canadians and Aboriginal people to relate to each other with respect of each other's
laws, institutions and to co-operate for mutud bene&-

Respect: This principle requires the recognition and the development of a sensitivity
to the actualizatition of the unique rights and status of Aboriginal people.

S h a ~ g :This principle builds on the centrai tenant included in the treaties signed
with Aboriginal people and the Canadian government. It is based on the premise of
equal opportunity for ail those Living in Canada.

Responsibility: This principle promotes an active involvement on the part of ali

signarories of a treaty and it tries to encourage honouring previous and fùture treaties

on both sides.
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These four p ~ c i p l e saddress issues that underlie the perceptions ofdisempowerment and
seIfIfesteem.These issues seem to be present in the perceptions of a number of the
respondents who took part in this study. Aithough these principles are idealistic and don't
outline the speafics needed to achieve this type of relationship, they act as the general
perimetas to guide firmejoint ventures between F i Nations and the Federal
governrnent.

Legal cases across Canada can provide another way to aid in deaihg with Lùnits ofaccess
to the environment for Native people. Cases Iike the James Simon Case, 1985 (R. v.

Simon 119861 1 C.N.L.R.
153) or the more recent Donald Marshall Jr. Case, 1999 (R. v.

Marshall Cl9991 4 C.N.L.R 301) represent more than legal permission fiom the Canadian
goverment; they represent the acknowledgment of the special reiationship between First
Nations and the Federal Govemment. Nations who made agreements with Canada should
be honoured on an on-going and progressive basis (Prosper 1999). Individuaïs within the

Mi'lonaq cornmUNty have to see these as positive Seps forward, steps that can help to
regain the perception and the real$r that they are able to access the land that defines them

and their resowces. Non-Natives have an equal responsiiili~to understand and recognize
the existence of a Canadian historicai legal fiamework that supports both Abonginal and
treaty rights (Doyle-Bedwell and Cohen 2000).

From discussion with fifteen respondents fkom L'nu Si'pulc, it is apparent that the majority
of respondents stiU practice traditional medicine. However, since these individuals were
identined in advance as being aEliated with traditional medicines on some level, they may
not be typical of the population of L'nu Si'puk, particulady since initial interactions with
community members uidicated that this r e s w e had a very Iow rate of traditional medicine
use. It was indicated that any individuals practicing traditional medicines did so away
fiom the public domain. Hidden practice of Indian medicine wouid be justi6ed given the
history of outsiders' reactions to traditional medicines. Despite Catholic disapproval, the
practice of Mï'kmaw medicine did not vanish., but instead went underground (#O 10, #O1 9,
W14). Today some continue to practice discretely while others openly practice traditional

medicine. Individual cornfort levels have been established based on past positive or
negative experiences. Cactims openness is the t e m that Waldram, Herring and Young
(1995,98) use to describe the common cment attitude towards the practice of traditional
medicine.

In the literature review, a distinction was made between the types of Mi'kmaw medicines
used: those that relied on botanicals and those bas& in psychological and spiritual
experiences. Both are used interchangeably and in conjunction with each other to ensure

hoüstic healing of a person. However, a distinction between the two is important, because
not everyone who practices uses both types of medicine. Most ofthe respondents in L'nu
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Si'puk shared knowledge regarding the botanical realm; although a few people did
mention both the existence of Sweat Lodges, the Sun Dance, and the Shake Tent.
However, the majority of experiences discussed revolved around ceremonies, mixtures,
and teas involving botanical components- Literature concerning this topic suggests that
there are distinctions within this ethnomedicinal process. For instance Waldram, Hemng
and Young (1995) demarcate differences in the types of healers that are commonly found
in Aborighd comunities across Canada. With the support of Hdtkrantz's (1992) work,
they categorize these types as being the herbalist, the medicine-person, and the shaman.

The herbalist represents the type of healer who uses the generic or popular knowledge to
mauitain one's health and the treatment of illness, wbich involved the use of medicinal
plants (Wddram, Herring and Young 1995). The medicine people were those who had
supernaturai sanction to heal (Waldram, H e h g and Young 1995). Those classified as
shmaus were individuals who had the ability to f& into a deep trance and summon spirits
to help counsel thern (Waldram, H e d g and Young 1995,103). A I of these types of
healers are present in the L'nu Si'puk community. The majority of respondents were part

of the first ~Iassification-the herbalist. It was these people who discussed the process of
identifyuig, harvesting, and preparing traditional medicines.

The emergence and introduction of Gster-acting and better tasting western medicines have
affècted the use of traditional medicines. Hesitancy to use traditional medicines have been
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affected by both Catholic religious beliefs and the belief in traditionai mediches being antiprogressive or out-dated (#025; W16; t#)10). This lack of support for traditional
medicine in the past has had an endemic effect (Kuhnlein and Turner 1991; M c W a n
1995); it has left many individuals fiom the younger generations feeling that they do not

know a great deal about this area of their culture. According to the recent Mi'kmaq

Health Study, 71% of the adults in the sample felt that a r e t m to traditional ways was a
good idea for promoting community wellness (Union of Nova Scotia Indians 1999, 3 6).

CENTRALIZATION
AND ITS E ~ C TON
S ACCESS
OF TRADITIONAL ~&DIcMS
The centralization process which originated with the Indian Act, changed access to
traditionai medicines for those presentiy living in L'nu Si'puk. Forced relocation can
cause a great rnany complications. It can introduce new diseases, contribute to

unfamiliarity of plants in the new area, and deny traditional sources of ingredients
previously used to cure (Goodlmd 1988). Anyinarn (1995) discusses international
examples of the impacts of relocation on the practice oftraditional medicines.
Although specific reference is made to Indigenous people in Brazil, the discussion made by

Anyinam (1995) of knowledge being formed based on interaction with land is relevant to
the Mi'kmaw expenence. Anyinam (1995) suggests that movement fkom one area to
another may tùnit previously knowledgeable individu&' understandings of their new
location. A few respondents reiterated similar sentiments about loss of knowledge because

of being relocated and having resîricted access to the land.

The Iniowledge needed to conduct these healùrg processes has decreased over the years,
because of fewer community-wide practitioners. Although the Mi'kmaq are different h m
the tribal people of the Amazon in their social and political reaiity, the signifïcance and
dependence on the land for their Nation's identity is simiIar to that ofthe tribal people of
the Amazon. The Aboriginal vision of property is not an ideologicd materialistic construct
but that of an ecologicai space that meates their consciousness (Heuderson 1995). There
are similarities to the experiences of the Indigenous people of Brazil and the Mi'kmaq
people:
A tribal population confkonted with development often experiences loss of
self-esteem; its members feel a deprivation of their sense of personal worth
and devduation of their social identity. Loss of seif-esteem may result
fiom explicit and critical negative evaluations of the tribal culture by the
agents of change or members of the dominant society. (Goodlaud 1988)
What Goociland (1988) suggests is similar to on-going Mi'kmaq stntggle to have their

Aboriginal and treaty rights over land recognized. These issues are not limited to this
single issue but are part of the entire experience many Abonginai people have to endure.

Cajeté (1994) argues that overall weil-being of a community is affected by their
perceptions of thernselves. He goes on to say that ifa community perceives itself as being
less connected than other cornmunities, it could potentially influence levels of self-esteem
in the community (Cajété 1994). Respondents expressed these types of thoughts on the

They said that nobody talks to each other because L'nu
cohesiveness of their co~~l~~lunity.
Si'puk is a governmental structure. It was not an Indian decided reserve and people are
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fkom aU over (W14). One individuai stated that the reserve system only perpetuated
negativity and pded them down if they tried to get ahead. Another feIt that the m e n t
reserve situation was flawed and doing more harm than good (W25). The continuous legal
battles over access to land are not exclusive to the L'nu Si'puk co~munity:it is an ongoing battle for most F i Nation comunities. For some, these wnflicts have
epitomized the adversarial relationship between the Canadian govemment and the

Mi'kmaq. Tbis relationship is &en seen as an oppressed/oppressor dichotomy. Such a
portrayal places Abonginai people in a constant stniggle to mainttain their way of Me.

HISTOIUCAL
ACCOUNTOF L'NU SI'PUK
Unraveling L'nu Si'puk's historical existence was dif£Ïcult. Respondents indicated the
existence of a video describing what life was like there, but it was not avdabfe during the
research penod. A bnef historical account of the comunity hm been compiled and is
housed at the Treaty Aboriginal Rights and Research Centre (Googoo and Googoo 1998).

Most respondents' historical perceptions of L'nu Si'puk, Uidicated that the growth went
fiom approximately four houses to a community that is the second largest reserve in Nova
Scotia. Because of things like sewer run-off, respondents indicated that the growth of their
community has changed the purity of the physical environment.

A number of factors may have contriiuted to the dBculties encountered when trying to
discover the historid existence of L'nu Si'puk. Fust, since most of these families are
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o r i g d l y fiom somewhere else, they know more about those communities then they do
about L'nu Si'puk Second, it is possible that as an outside researcher, I am not privileged
to this b e l of idormation or did not ask pertinent questions to encourage respondents to
t a k about this topic. Third, respondents may not have been interested in sharing this type

of knowledge. One or a combination of these reasons could have contributed to a limited
understanding about L'nu Si'puk's history.

CURRENT
PERCEPTIONS
OF TIUDLTIONAL~&DICI[NES
Traditional medicines are seen by all respondents to be lui important part of their culture.
Some see them as an important part of their Nation's history. Others see them as an
intrinsic part of their present Me. Many see medicines as being gifis for the Creator that

are everything and everywhere. Mi'krnaw medicines can be used for both physical and
psychologicai needs. Regardless of the pst or present importance placed on traditional
mediches, respondents agreed on the necessity of a holistic approach towards healuig.

Leavitt (1995) and Wheatley (1996) concur with respondent perceptions ofweU-being -they see it as being characterized by balance. Because of the strong interconneciion
stressed in Mi'kmaq culture, the family and community aid in the formation of an
individual's perceptions, formed through this cycllical process.
Community perceptions of traditional medicines c m cause its practice to be overt or kept
underground. In L'nu Si'puk traditional medicines may not be openly practiced because
of comrnunity disapprovd or a lzsk of recognition of their importance. Even the words,

traditional medicine, are st-i

in some comunities, to the extent that some

individuals may not admit to the existence of such practices in their comnaunity (#007;
fP022). Because generations have sunilar social, political and economic experiences, it is

not unusual that UidMduals within a particular generaîion possessed similar views on
traditional mediches. However, personal experiences and fàmily influences would also
sculpt individuai perceptions of traditional medicines, accounting for sligbït variances
amongst individuai perceptions.

wthin the Mi'kmaq community many of the teachings are done by aones, legends and
through experience with gathering and administering traditional medicines (Leavitt 1995).
The oral tradition is the main vehicle for this knowledge to be passed down amongst the
M

y and îhrough generations. Children are aEected by their parents' beiiiefs and actions

(Guillemin 1975; Paul 1992,#0 13; M).Therefore an individual's perceptions of
traditional medicines usuaUy result fiom their parents and f d y beliefs absut traditional

mediches.

The hoiistic approach of Aboriginal communities makes it difncult to distinguish an
i n d ~ d u a l ' sperception clearly fiom the influence ofthe M

y or cornmUnaty. Past M

y

practice of traditional medicuies influenced subsequent generation use. Alanost dl

respondents who shared knowledge of traditional medicines identifieci someone in their
fàmily who had practiced traditional medicine and who had taught thern what they h e w .

In the Mi'kmaq cornmunity one's M

y is a signrficant factor that influences their

perceptions and Icnowledge of traditional medicina. Religious beliefk whkh were usually
also passed through generations by one's family influenceci an individual's perception of

traditionai medicines (#0 10; #005). Traditional medicines are used on an inchidual basis.

Their preferences and reasons for using or not using Mi'krnaw medicines are often
reflective of f d y and c o m r n ~ ~practice.
&~

Total healing for most Aboriginal communities is believed to involve the healing of the

whole person, including their past (Wood 1979). Adding this second element on to the
healing process is different fiom Western medicine. Western medicine tends to cure
aliments and treat them as separate from the persoo petrou 1998). Western medicine also

leaves little opportunity for those who are aware that physicd symptoms often onginate
fiom an emotional or spiritual source (Fox and Long 1996). Mi'kmaw traditional

medicine is used as part of a process to cure both the aliment and cause. Such a process
involves dealing with and acknowledging a person's past, a past that is made up of both
-y

and community influences.

It was customary that not everyone in a family leamed about Mi'kmaw medicine.

Although some respondents feIt that only certain individuals muid leam about the
harvesthg, preparing and administering of traditional medicineq most felt that anyone
who wanted to learn could do so. This belief implied that the main quafity one needed
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was the motivation to leam about traditional medicine. This knowledge was not forced
ont0 anyone. Mi'kmaw culture advocates for all persons to discover their gifts and
abiiities. Battiste (1998) proposes that to achieve this, each person needs the cumulative
knowledge and wisdom of the co~munity,e x e r n p m g the importance of the community
in an individual's existence.

The intercomection between these three levels-individual, family and .co11~mU1I:ty,
heïps
to ensure and maintain a cyciïcal regeneration of most Aboriginal cultures, aliowing for a
strong sense of commuity and cohesion to be deveioped. This powerfirl interwoven
existence allows for a s i m c a n t level of distribution of ideas, customs and beiiefs.
Unforhmately what rnakes Aborigind w m m d t i e s strong also d e s them susceptiile to
the perpetuation of negative perceptions, m e r compounding vulnerability.

Continued oppression and suppression fiom the outside has the potedal to affect the
Mi'kmaq çommunity in many ways. Because of the Mi'kmaw holistic approach to Me,
damaging concepts of oppression can easily flow through communities, families and
individuals. Respondents indicated that the way they felt about things was based on what
they experienced and what they knew their people had experienced. The psychological,

physicd and spiritual toil of the denial of traditional land and culture has fiitered through
the generations, inevitably impacting their perceptions and attitudes. Negative attitudes
about First Nation people have compounded the impact. Impacts such as these have
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succeeded in uademuning the traditional ways, ody one of which is the practice of
traditional medicine.

FEMALEAND hrlALE ROLESIN T R A D ~ O N AMEDICINE
L
PRACTICE
There are many other factors which impact Milnnaq women's health, many of which are
beyond the scope of this present study. While the issue of violence is a reality for many
women (Monture-Angus 1995, Paul 1992, Dion Stout 1996), the focus of this study is to
explore Milanaw women's participation and access to traditional medicine. Similar to
Brooks (1986), Chandler (1979), Guillemin (1 975) and Paul's (1 992) accounts,
respondents at L'nu Si'puk identined both femaie and male healers, akhough a range of
opinions exist on the role females and males can play in the practice of traditional
medicine. Most respondents in the case study believed that although there were
dineremes, both roles were equdy valued (#007; #O 13; #022; M02). Valuing one sex
over the other was seen by some respondents to have Western non-Native origins (#010;
#004). Three generalized categories emerged f?om discussions with respondents
regarding the role each sex plays in the practice of traditional medicine. The sex of an
individuai has particular social attributes and specifications attached to them. Opinions

seem to change by generation suggesting that gender roles are socidy determined and
reflective of the social reality at a particular t h e .
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These three general differences in opinions are interesthg and are most likely the result of
the variety of influence of European contact. More recent literature about practitioners of
traditional medicines tend to support the belief that male and females can equdy practice
traditional medicine (Waldram, H e k g and Young 1995). Much of this literature
suggests that the previous documentation of only male practitioners of traditionai
medicines is a result of Western ideals imposed on non-Western cultures (Paul 1992). As
the literature review indicated, the majority of people who recorded the accounts of the
Mi'kmaq and other Aboriginal peoples were usualiy male (MUer 1995). Given European
societal noms, recorders would have not placed value on the work of the Mi'kmaq
women (Pictou 1996). They may have also not been privileged to see women's actMties
because they were tiom outside the Mi'kmaq community (RCAP 1996). Limited written
accounts and the introduction of Western ideais may have been a major contriiutor to the
variance on opinion of women's participation in the g a t h e ~ gpreparing
,
and administe~g

of traditional medicine (Waldram, Herring and Young 1995, RCAP 1996).

Both literahue and respondents did not indicate a difference between male's and female's
physical access to botanical traditional medicine. Women were also identifid in the

Mi'kmaw culture as the keepers of knowledge, a fùnction that is common amongst
numerous Indigenous cultures (Shiva 1989; Smith 1964). Some respondents held women
in high regard because of the reproductive power they possess. However, this idealization

of "thewornan" in Mi'kmaw culture was questioned by some respondents. This type of
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questionhg suggests that the everyday reality may be iduenced by other fàctors that alter
a Mi'kmaw women's reaiity fiom this ideal.

VII. CONCLUSION
This study documents perceptions of access to traditional medicines and Mi'kma'ki. One
of the main goals that this study achieved was a greater understanding of the comection of
the Mi'kmaq to their environment. The literature review helps to draw bistoncal
comections to the land that the Mi'kmaq possess, connections that have been affected

since contact. The perceptions shared by respondents provide greater insight into this
connection. This study, however, cannot be seen as a comprehensive representation of the
intercomection between the Mi'kmaq and their land. With the Mi'kmaw culture there
are many leveb and interwoven connections to the land; subsistence purposes, ancestral
signifïcance, reverence for the world are aü a part of this connection. Certain groups are
more vulnerable than others are when land degradation occurs. The Mi'kmaq are one of
these vulnerable groups. SirniIar to aii iiving beings, they are affected by the quality of
land they are surrounded by, but uniike non-Abonginai groups, to the Mi'kmaq land has a

greater signiscance. This signiscance is entrenched in evexy aspect of the Mi'kmaw
identity.

VIL 1 SUMMARY
OF FINDINGS

The study's findings in relation to the research questions are:
1. E%at are the perceptiom of accessioihy of the eenvironment and fraditionaI

medclicznes?

Traditional medicines are accessible to members of L'nu Si'puk. Restrictions on access
onginate £iom both persona3 attitudes and bio-physical sources. Attitudiaal b e s
developed as a result of perceptions of legai rights, perceptions of the effdveness of
traditional medicines' or from religious infiuences. Physical restrictions to access of
traditional medicine were generdy causeci by pollution, development and pnvate property
ownership.
2. Are the Mi 'kmaq of L 'miSi 'puk stïIC using traditiomC me&-cines?

Traditional medicine use amongst respondents was high. General interaction and field
observations suggest that these respondents7usage levels are not typical of community
usage levels of traditional medicine. A community-wide study in Nova Scotia suggests
that the Mi7krnaqwould like to see a r e m to traditionai ways, including the pratice of

traditionai medicine (see Appendix 5). There are two realms of traditional medicine: the
botanicai and psychological/spiritual. Both types of traditional medicine are practiced in

L'nu Si'puk. Three different types of healers exist, ail three of which can be found in the
L'nu Si'puk commUNty. The distinctions are important onIy in the context of the analysis
section of thk thesis; those who are a part of each of these categories may not idente
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themselves with these divisions or categories. However, these distinctions illustrate the
diversity of healers that exist in the co~lllllunify~
3. H a L 'mrSi @k 'saccess to tradtional rnedic»es been Hecteed by the cen~alization

process?
The efEect of the centraiization process on access to traditional medicine is bard to
measure, but a growth in population and an increase in physical structures did result fkom
this process. These changes have contributeci to a reduction in the natural habitat of these
medicines. Centraikation not ody caused destruction of the environment medicines were
found in, but some respondents indicated that it also reshicted access to the medicines and
the overall knowiedge of Mï'lanaw medicines.
4 . TraditionaIiywhar was the region Zike in tenns of the immedioe environment of the

reserve and the traditional medicines locuted there?
Histoncal accounts of L'nu Si'puk were limited. AtFliations with the centralization
process and the residentiai school dominateci discussions of what L'nu Si'puk was like in
the pas. Details of the environment were not discussed in detail. Only minimal
information was shared about this topic through the course of this case study.

5. W h t are theperceptions of fraditiod medicines?

Perceptions regarding traditionai medicines are for&

through a cyclical process.

Co~lllllunfity~
fàmilyyand individual perceptions influence each other. Reliame on the
different types of Mi'kmaw medicine Vary. Most respondents, however, agree that the

healing process involves all elements of an individual, including the -y

and the

wmmunity. For many respondents medicines were everywhere and evexything, therefore

any iirnits placed on what could be considered a medicine would depend on individual
attitudes and perceptions.
6 . D o womenpIq a key role in prepmafïon and appIicaficafion
of traditional medicines? 1s

there a gender Merence in the impact of access to trach'tional medicines?
Vatying opinions emerged regarding the role of fernales and males in the traditional

medicine process. Some said women and men were qua1 but played different roles, while
others said they were equal and played the same role. Stiü others said men and women
were considered different fiom one another and codd not play the same role.
Respondents did not indicate that access to Mi'kmaw medicine was different because of
one's sex,

VII.2 REFLECTIONSON FUR-

RESEARCH

This section is composed of refiections resulting fiom discussions with respondents and
personal observations. Respondents raised conceni about passing of imowledge to friture
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generations. The threat of diminishing traditional ecological knowledge is an issue that
many Indigenous communities &ce. A variety of opinions exist concerning how such

knowledge should be passed to subsequent generations. Some individuals believe that
knowledge about traditional rnedicines should be kept completely within the community.
Often individuais who hold this opinion are motivated by protective tendencies concerning
the location and identity o f these medicines to prevent exploitation. Concurrently, there

are individuais and communities who are estabiishing heritage gardens and eco-traiis to
encourage both the Survival of this knowledge and for economic development.

The act of passing knowledge aiso faces other obstacles. Mi'kmaw tradition has been
oral. Written documentation that has been suggested to combat the M e r loss of
knowledge serves to ensure that the types of plants to be used for medicinal practice are
not forgotten. However, traditional medicinal practice requires more than just the
idenfication of plants: it is a process of experience. Gathering, preparing, and
administering represent the whole process; all of these need to be understood to preserve
the practice of traditional Mi'kmaw medicines.

Some Mi'kmaw believe th& knowledge is meant to be shared and not be kept exclusive to
the Mi'haq community. Cornmonalties amongst the medicines used by different First
Nations in Canada suggest that sharing happens on a fiequent basis. Such diverse

opinions present a variety of issues that compiicate how and why knowledge of traditional
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rnedicines should be passeci onr. To avoid a heavy reliance on written accounts to preserve

and continue this knowledge, kt niay prove beneicial for the Mi'kmaq co~nmunityto agree
on an appropriate procedure t o preserve and revitalize lmowledge of traditional medicines.

It is important to ensure that this knowkdge does not becorne static, by relying on a
w&en rather than an oral tradliîion. One option is to establish Traditional Resource

Kghts (TRR); however, there ;are problems with this approach and its limited concept of
property. However in order ta minimize the threat of the loss of this knowledge this
approach may need to be consiidered.
Revitahhg belief in traditional medicines was another conceni raised. During
interactions with both on and crfTreserve Mi7kmaw7the question of how to pass on or
spark interest in traditional medicines by younger generations was often posed. The
following ideas came directiy fkom Mi71anaq.Mi'kmaw Elders in the+ children's
classrooms was mentioned by respondents as an option they wodd support.

Respondents mentioned that Elders have gone into classrooms in the past. This approach
presents a good opportunity to continue to foster curiosity about traditional rnedicines in
younger generations, and Eiders wodd know what mediches were appropriate to be

taught to children. The Department of Education in the Nova Scotia Provincial
Governent has a resource guide,

to help teaches with

Mi'kmaw history and culture. ThÎs resource guide, however, did not include a section
deaIing with traditional medicimes.
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One respondent çuggested the development of a c o m m e t y culture programme for
Mi'kmaq children. This recommendation came after a talking CircIe was intempted
numerous times at a gathering. Young children who were curious about activities in the
teepee hit the teepee and snick their heads inside- This behavior made it evident that some
explanation of what was happening needed to be given to them. An Elder suggested that
basic discussions and aaMties focusing on explaining traditional medicina1 practices could
aileviate future disruptions and d o w for continued respect of these traditions.

The suggestion of a summer camp to teach traditional medicines was also made. This
suggestion was given by one of the case study respondents, who thought a summer camp
could be an initial way to get younger generations interesteci in traditional medicines. It
would be a camp that instnicts participants on Mi'kmaw traditionai ways. It would also
allow for the experience of traditional medicines rather than just showing the plants out of

their natural habitat.
Communities and interest groups that are currently developing heritage gardens and ecotrails may want to consider using them for both training and he&g of Mi'kmaq. The
foliowing are some general initiatives that could expand the scope of development projets

deaiing with traditional medicines:
Develop an education programme with primary schoots, dowing children to come on
school fieId trips to visit these tàcilities.
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Have events organized at the community fevel îhrough band councils or co~ll~llunity
groups to visit these projects.

Establish on-going intemships for Mi71anaqyouth at these projects to foster and
nurture continued interest.

Going beyond recording and cataloguing traditional medicines is an approach that

Mi'kmaq communities might h d helpfirl in keeping this knowledge active. Three recent
projects have been developed regardhg Mi7kmawtraditional medicines.

One is the Eel River Bar Heritage Garden in New Brunswick. It is set up a s a tourist
attraction comprised of trails and interpetive exhibits ofMi7kmawtraditional medicines,
food, and crafts (The Eel River Bar Heritage Garden 1999). The project wili map the sites

and locations of various species as weil as cultivate some of the species in greenhouses
and on f m s . When this process is complete, there may be a conference held at Eel River
Bar to discuss cultivation, promotion and sale of these plants (The Eel River Bar Hentage

Garden 1999). This project is part of the Canadian Rural Partnership improvement
programme for the Atlantic Provinces.
Another on going project is the Bear River Mi71anaqNpisunewawti'j (Medicine Trail)
Project in Nova Scotia. It is a community-based project b d e d by the Fust Nation
Forestry (FNF) in Nova Scotia organization (Macdonald 2000). This educational trail is
being developed to foster knowledge and respect for edible and medicinal plants
(Madonaid 2000). The intent of the trail project is to aid spirituai healing, mental
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knowledge and physical health (Macdonald 2000). In the friture the community hopes that
this project will Iead to new medical and culture centers on their reserve (Macdonald
2000).

As well, the Netukulimk GIS Management Project in Cape Breton, Nova Scotia

dealt with the managuig of traditional knowledge and is a Canadian Rual Partnership
program. Its intent is to gather information on Iands used for traditional arts and crafls,
traditional medicina1 plants, burial grounds, and travel-ways between reserves (The

Netuklunk GIS Management Project 1999). The six Mi'kmaq reserves in Cape Breton
have been electronically mapped for this project (The Netuklimk GIS Management Project
1999). This database is being developed for naturd management resource purposes and
to help conservation strategies.

AIthough ail three projects deait with traditional medicines, each has a different focus.

Each also dealt with public access to traditional medicinal knowledge differently. Ecotourism and public documentation conceniing traditional medicines are important
activities; however initiators of such activities may want to be cautious of who gains
access to this information as a result of projects. Impacts this access may have on the
immediate Mi'kmaq community and the commwiity at-large should be a major concern for
those developing these types of projects, especially given the importance of land to the

Mi'krnaw identity. Economic development does not need to be done at the expense of
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continued preservation and protection of traditional mediches. Economic benefits and
presewation standards are goals that can be achieved simultaneously.

Va3 CONCLUDING
IREMARKS
This document has drawn upon a variety of sources to contextualize and explore
perceptions of access to traditional medicines. The signiscance of Mi'kma'ki continues
despite access to traditional medicines being huidered by personal attitudes and biophysicai barriers. The majority of respondents continue to use various forms of traditional

medicine. This continued use suggests a need to protect and ensure the availability and
accessibility of these medicines. Traditional medicine for some Mi'kmaw are a basic
necessity and an important part of theù culture. Furthemore, access to traditional
medicine is part of the Iarger issue of having access to theïr traditionai land. The
signiscance of land to the Milariaw identity and culture is paramount. Similar to all First
Nations, aspects of the Milanaw culture need to be considered and protected since they
cannot afZord for their traditional ways to be fbrher undermined. The importance of First
Nation cultural needs has to be factored into processes like environmental impact
assessments (EIA!s) and development initiatives.

Issues and concepts shared by respondents couid be appropriately expioreci fiirther by
using the CBPR tools descnied in this document. The use of these tools may d o w for

greater community involvement and Uicreased relevancy for the Milanaq co~~ltnunity.

Generally, the findïngs of this study are consistent with existing literahire. Given the
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historical experiences of the Mi'kmaq, the impacts on seIf-esteem that they have endureci
are consistent with other Indigenous peoples experiences. Both the process and fhdings of
this study indicate the need for Mi'kmaq women's experiences to be acknowledged and
addressed.

In Aboriginal communities where many statistics have been coilected, and comrnunities
have b e n surveyed, a shift in foms to cultural education (specificdy Mi'kmaw medicine)
could prove to be more useful. Education on Merent levels, supporthg tradÏtional ways
specifically about Mi'kmaw medieines needs to be realized for Native and non-Natives

alilce. The existence of Milanaq Science programme at the University College of Cape
Breton presents one example of how this shift can be accomplished. Additionaliy, the
recent educational transfer of February 14,2000 presents a unique and viable venue, since

it transfers control of the on-reserve educationd system to the Mi'kmaq. This transfer
provides an opportunity to positively contribute to fùture Mi'kmaw generations by
addressing post-colonial issues and perceptions of access to Mi'krnaw mediches and
traditional land.

APPENDM 1: NEWSLEITER ADVERTISEMENT

1

Cornrnunitv Volunteers Needed
For Masters Thesis Research
On Perceptions of Access to Traditional Medicine in the Mi'kmaq Community of
Indian Brook, Shubenacadie
My Name is Joanne Pereira; 1 am a masters student at Dalhousie University with the School for Resource
and Environmental Studies. 1 am hoping to work with your commmity to con&ct informal and
confïdential inteMewddiscussio about YOUR perceptions. Kt is not my intent to record traditional
medicines, but rather to focus on the perceptions of the people that 1am prideged to speak Fvith. 1am
writing this short message in order to ask for volunteers to participate in this type of study. If you have any
questions please don? hesitate to get in contact with me. 1wodd hope to start this research by the last
week of Fe(1999)-

You can reach me by leaving a message at the Band Cound Ofnce, or at my school at 491-3632 or by
emaii at j ~ r e i x ~ â ~ i s 2 . d a l . a
1 look: forward to meeting and working with your comtnunity.

Best regards,
Joanne

1

APPENDIX 2: BOTANICAL SOURCES OF TRADITIONAL MEDICINE
Comrnon Name
of the Medicine
(*referred to in
inte~ews)
1.

2.
3.
4,

angelica
avens
*balsam fir

Latin Name
(Obtained f o m
Chandler 1979;
Kuhnlein and Turner
1991; Zinck 1998)
Alnus sp,

Angelica sylvestris
Geum stndum
Abies balsamea
Berbens vulgaris
Myrica cerifera

5,

6,

m e r Names
(*Mi'kmaq if
given in
literature)

Remdes for:

Literature Source

bleeding, hemorrhage of
lungs, fractures, fevers,
physic, diabetes, stomach
cramps
colds, sore throat, cou&

Chandler (1979), Lamy (1993)

Chandler (1979)

wuRh

Chandler (1979)

bruises, bums, colds, colic,
diarrhea, fractures, gonorrhea,
laxative, sores, wounds
ulcerated mms. sore throat
arthritic, rheumatic pain,
mouth infections
tonic, antiseptic for uniary
passage
liver kidneys, bladder,
intestinal infections

Chandler (1979), Lacey (1993)

-

7.

8.

Fagus grandifolia

bittersweet
10. black berry

Solanurn dulcarnara
Rubus fniticosus

9.

dack spmce
,ackroot
,OOd roof
,ueflag
lueberry

Picea nigra
Baptisia tinctoria
Sanguinana candensis
Iris versicolor
Vaccinium

-

Lawy (1993)
Chandler (1979), Lacey (1993)
Chandler (1979)
chandler(1979), ~etukulimk
(1998)
Chandler (1 979), Lamy (1 993)
Chandler (1979)
Chandler (1979), Lacey (1 993)
Chandler (1979), Lawy (1993)
Lacey (1 993), Kuhnlein and Turner
--

tonic for dianhea, sore throat
and mouth
laryngitis
gonorrhea, kidney
tuberculosis. rheurnatism
emetic use
rheumatism
- -

Il.
12.
13,
14.
15.

Chandler (1979)
Chandler (1 979), Lacey (1993)

-

--

-

16. boneset

Eupatorium
perfoliatum
Scirpus rubrotinctus
Cornus canadensis

general tonic, arthritic pain

Lacey (1993)

sore throat
kidney, stomach

cat-tail
*cedar
25. *cherry bark

Arctium lappa
Ranunciilus acris
Juglans ciiierea
Ulium canladense
Typha latifolia
Thuja accidentalis
Prunus serotina

treat and purify blood
headaches, cancer
purgative
irregular menstruation
sores
swollen hands and feet
heavy colds

26.
27.
28,
29.

chocolat0 root
chokebeny
cleavers wine
*cIover

Geum vivale
Prunus virginiana
Galium aparine
Tnfolium repens

diarrhea
diarrhea
gonorrhea, kidney trouble
fevers, bee stings

30.
31.
32.
33.

*club moçs
cohosh rod
cow lily
*cow parsnip

Lycopodia sp.
Cimicifaga racernosa
Nymphaea adrena
Heracleum lanatun

big one side
*pagosi

34.

Viburnum opulus

*Nipmann

fever
kidney trouble
swollen limbs
preventive medicine, colds
influenza
swollen glands, mumps

Chandler (1979)
Chandler (1979), Netukulimk
(1 998)
Chandler (1 979), Lacey (1 993)
Chandler (1979), Lacey (1993)
Chandler (1 979)
Chandler (1979)
Chandler (1979)
Chandler (1979), Lacey (1993)
Chandler (1 979),Netukulimk
(1998)
Chandler (1979)
Chandler (1979)
Chandler (1979)
Lacey (1 993), Kuhnlein and
Turner (199 1)
Chandler (1979)
Chandler (1979)
Chandler (1979), Lacey (1993)
Chandler (1 979), Lacey (1993),
Netukulimk (1998)
Chandler (1979), Lacey (1993)

boils and abscesses
sore eyes, throat, headaches
emeticlcathartic uses

Chandler (1 979)
Chandler (1979), Lacey (1993)
Chandler (1979), Lacey (1993)

38. elecampane
39. *gûiger roat

Arctium minus
Cornus stolonifera
Sambucus canadensis pipe stem
wood
lnula helenium
Asarum canadense
*aptakuae

heart trouble, colds, headaches
stomach problerns

Chandler (1 979)
Chandler (1979)

x

17. bulrush
18. bunchberry
19,

burdock

20. buttercup
21, buttemut
22, canada My

23.
24,

*highbush
cranbeny
35. dockroot
36. dogwood
37, elder

ginseng
1 Panax quinquefolium
*golden thread ( Coptis trifolia
*hemlock
Tsuga canadensis
horse radish
indian tea tree
Ledum
groenlandiaum
indian tobacco Nicotiana tobacum

1
1

1 Chandler (1979)

detergent for the blood
chapped lips, mouth ulcers
colds

stomach, digestive processes
scuwy
smoke used to treat asthma and
earaches
chest cornplaints

kidney infection, asthma

Ledum latifolium

'labrador tea
lady's stipper
"ambkill
maidenhair
meadow beauty

I

kidney
nerve medichel turberculois
extemal use, reduce swellings
fits
throat
poison ivy rash
wlds, coughs, grippe, kidney
trouble
abstetric cases
stomach pains
conswmption, cough, fever
-

Cypripedium acaule
Kalmia angustifolia
Adiantum pedatun
Rhexia virginica

1 Leanurus cardiaca
motherwort
mountain ash 1 Pyms americana
mountain holly 1 llex aquifolium
mountain maple 1 Acer spicatum
*mmullen
1 Verbascum thapsus
oak
Quercus alba
orange red lily Lilium philadelhium
pansy
parsley
Petroselinum sativum
partridge berry Vaccinium vitis-idaea

Chandler (1979), Lacey (1993)
Chandler (1 9791. Lacev (1 993)
Lacey (1993)
Chandler (1979)

1
1

1
1
1

squaw bush,
1 squaw vine

( Chandler (1979), Lacey (1993)
1

I
1

!

Chandler (1979), Lacey (1 993)
Chandler (1979), Lacey (1993),
Netukulimk (1998)
Chandler (1979), Lacey (1 993)
Chandler (1979), Lacey (1993)
Chandler (1979), Lacey (1993)
Chandler (1979)
Chandler (1979), Lacey (1 993)
Chandler (1979), Lacey (1993)
Chandler (1979)

Chandler (1979)
Chandler (1979), Lacey (1993)
Chandler (1979)
sore eves
Chandler (1979)
asthma
1 Chandler (1979), Lacey (1993)
hemorrhaging, intermittent fever Chandler (1979), Lamy (1993)
swelling and bruises
Chandler (1979)
1 Lacey (1993)
eye wash for sore eyes
cold
Chandler (1979)
childbirth
Chandler (1 979), Lacey (1 993),
1 Kuhnlein and Turner (1991)

84.
85.

tamarack
tea berry

Lanx lancina

hackmatack
colds, physical weakness
*Kakaaqwejo blood clots

Chandler (1979)
Lacey (1993), Netukulimk

86.
87.
88.
89.

todhwort
turtle head
unicomroot
water lily

dentari diphylla
Cheline glabra
Mentis farinosa
Nymphaea odorata

throat tonic
prevention of prepancy
stomach problems
preventive medicine, bathing
solution
headaches
*Mqatowo7q coughs

Chandler (1979)
Chandler (1979)
Chandler (1979)
Chandler (1979), Lamy (1993)

90. wax beny
9 1. white maple

Myrica cerifera
Acer alba

92, white mustard
93. whitepine
94, *white sprucs
95. wildcarrat
96, wild cinnamon

Sinapis alba
Pinus strobus
Picea alba
Daucus car&
Cinnamomum
zeylanicum
Mentha canadensis

*wild mint

97.
l

*Plamuipk

Chandler (1979), Lacey (1 993)
Chandler (1979), Lacey (1993),
Netukulirnk (1998)
Chandler (1 979)
Chandler (1979), Lacey (1 993)
Chandler (1979). Lacev (1993)
Chandler (1979)
Cliandîer (1979)

tuberculosis of lwngs
colds, kidney problems
infections
purgative

child's upset stomach

Chandler (1979), Netukulimk

colds, coughs, srnallpox
revitalizing the body
headaches, treat skin rashes and
swelling
woms

Chandler (1979)
Lamy (1993)
Lamy (1993), Kuhnlein and
Turner (199 1)
Chandler (1 979), Lacey (1993)

I

98. *wild tumip
99. witch grass
100. witch hazel

1

cat spnice

1

Brassica napus
Hamamelidaceae

101.1 worm root

1 Apocynurn

102.1 *yarrow
103, yellow ash
104. yellow birch

1 Achillena millefolium 1

I

Fraximus americana
Betula lutea

I

1

colds, swelling, bruises, sprains
cleansing after birth
diarrhea indigestion, stomach
1 cramps

1 Chandler (1979),
1 Chandler (1979)

Lacey (1993)

1 Chandler (1979), Lamy (1993)
I

APPENDCY 3: INTERWW GUIDE
PERCEPTIONS
OF ACCESS
TO TRADITIONAL
MEDICINES
m IM19nmw
COMMUNITIES
These questions are the generul focus of the interviews, but it assumed that the intewiews wzll be
open ended and tailoredfor individuai respondents as appropnàte. The purpose of this
would be tu
stmcîured yet informi intemrVfew
discover the connection of abon@ people to their natural environment,
explore how any envircmmental degradation/develapmenthas Împaded negatively or positively
to their access to the envircmmetlt
examnie the relocation process' impacts on the community's access to traditionaf medicines
and fheir sense of weil being
1. Can you describe the relation have to the naturai enviromnent in this a r a ?
What role does the environment play in your daily li.fé?
How do you fèel the environment impacts your commuaity?

-

2.1s your w d - k i n g reiateâ to the condition of your naturd environment?

- Un what ways?
- e.g. use of traditional medicines or for subsistence purposes?

3. Has there k e n any specific development or degradation of your natural environment that
has effected the well-king in your community?
- 1s there any extraction or development of natural resources in this area?
- 1sthere any rnanufàchiring companies or fàctories located close to the community?
- What effect ifany has this had cm your M y lives and weli-bemg conditions?
4. How could the weü b&g
of yourself a f h t the famify structure within your community? In
what ways?
- Are there economic eff'ects?
- Are there any social implications, in regards to your daiiy life and your ability to support
y9ur family?
- Does your weil k i n g efïkt the procurement of traditional medicines?
- What about the distribution of these medicines?

5. Do you use traditional medicines?
Are traditional; mediches available in your imrnediate environment? Do you need to
travel to find traditional mediches? Are you able to do this?
Does development and degradationthreaten these medicmes?

-

6. Do others in your community use traditionai medicines?
- What is the sienificanceof traditional medicmes in your cornmunity and culture?

7. In your opinion are men and women affecteci differentiy by their access to traditionai
medicines?
- in procurement and administerhg ofmedicines, are there gender roles?

APPENDIX 4: FOLLOW-W INTERVIEW GUIDE

These questions are the general focus of the intemrVIews,
but it assumed thut the intemkws will be
open ended and tailored for individuni respondents as appropriate. Questionsfmr andjive were
onl'y mked zya previozls zntemTVIew
wifh thatperson had touched on this subject or zyrhe
parti-cipanfa$er reviewing questions began to answer &hemwiliingly.

1. What is your age?
2. Are there any specific exampies of concerns of access to traditionai medicines that you
have?
When did you last go and pick medicmes?
- Are there =y specii£rctimes that you go and pick medicines?
Are there any restrictions iike h c e s that prohibit you fiom gettmg medicines?
- Are you piamhg to pick mediches m the spring?

-

3. What does medicine mean to you? How wouId explain this concept tu someone who did
not know anything about traditionai medicines?
4. S o m e participants mentioued natural laws in my previous interviews, what do natural
iaws mean to you?
5. Regarding legal rights have recent cases changed anything for you?

1

Mi'kmaq Perceptions of Progress

1

ITraditional Healing
I
Native Spirihiality
Traditionai Role of Fernales
El Traditional Role Of Maies
O Traditional Ceremonies

O

20

40

60

80

percentage out of 100
*Information in this chart is based on chart # 133 in the 1997 Mi'kmaq Health
Study. It helps to demonstrate the cultural areas that Mi'kmaq feel are progressing
well, and highlights areas that might want to be examined and nurtured ,

APPENDM 6: DEF'INITION OF TERMS AND KEY DATES
Aboriginal rights - these are commonly defked as those rights Indian, Zn& and Metis
people enjoyed before the arriva1 of Europeans. Aboriginal titie is considered to be
included as part of these rights menderson 1995).
Aboriginal title- this terms refers to the right of land ownership by'aboriginal people.
Aboriginal title is held communally and can o d y be transferred/soId or surrendered to the
Crown (PersIry 2998).
Carbonifernus lowlands - is the designation that is given by the guidebook The NduraI
Hisfory of Nova Scotia to the geographical location of L'nu Si'puk. This is an area that
commonly has deep soils on top of sedirnentary rock (The Nova Swtia Museum 1996).
Convenant Chain- This is the term used to refer to a series of agreements made between
Britain and the Mi'kmaq during the 1600's. These treaties are seen as being
interconnected and a source of wmection between the Mi'kmaw and the British Crowe
Specific rigbts were promised to Aboriginal people and in retuxn the British acquired the
assurance of 'peace and fiiendship' and the ability to peacefiilly enter North America
(Native Council of Nova Scotia and the Union of Nova Scotia Indians 1987).
Mi'kmaq - means 'rny family' and is the term used to represent the commwiity-at-large
(Leavitt i 995).
Mi'kmaw - this is the singular form of Mi'kmaq. It is also used os an adjective. For
exampIe, Mi'kmaw medicine (Mi'krnaq Resource Guide 1997).
Mi'kma'ki - this is the Mi'krnaq word for their traditional land base which includes areas
in the United States, Quebec, New Brunswick,and Nova Scotia (Milunaq Resource
Guide 1997).
Treaty nghts - are rights that are a result of treaty agreements between the Canadian
govenunent and the various Aboriginal groups (Leavitt 1995).
Wabanaki - Wabanaki means "peopldand of the dawn", the Mi'kmaq, Maliseet,
Passamaquoddies, Penobscots and the Western Abenakis were al1 considered to be a part
of this alliance Keavitt 1995).

-

October 1~ This day is celebrated every year as Treaty Day. It was proclaimeci in 1986
as the day to cornmernorate and renew the peace and fiendship between the Mi'kmaq and

the Canadian govenunent penny, Marshall and Marshall 1992).
February 14,2000 - this date marks the completion of the £inal stage of the education
transfer, which retunis jurisdiction for on-reserve education to First Nation communities
in Nova Scotia. This transfer includes both elementary and secondary on-reserve
education as well as post-secondary Mi'kmaw student support.
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